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Metodología 
 

El presente Boletín de Producción científica está destinado a la difusión mensual de la 
producción científica de los investigadores de la Universidad Pablo de 
Olavide, en Web of Science, Scopus y Dialnet. 

La Biblioteca/CRAI de la UPO, como apoyo a la investigación de la comunidad universitaria del 
Personal Docente e Investigador, elabora este producto para la visibilidad de la 
Universidad con relación a su producción científica. 

Los datos se obtienen de la colección de la Web of Science, de la base de datos 
referencial Scopus (Elsevier) y de la base de datos Dialnet.  

El listado de las referencias bibliográficas junto a sus resúmenes, que suponen el resultado de 
la producción científica institucional mensual, ha sido elaborado a partir de la búsqueda en las 
diferentes bases de datos, utilizando para ello estrategias de búsqueda avanzada. 

Web of Science 

Estrategia de búsqueda avanzada: 

OG=(Universidad Pablo de Olavide) 

Índices=SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH, BKCI-S, BKCI-SSH, ESCI  

Período de tiempo=Año hasta la fecha 

Scopus 

Estrategia de búsqueda avanzada:  

( ( AF-ID ( "CSIC-JA-UPO-USE - Centro Andaluz de Biologia Molecular y Medicina Regenerativa 
CABIMER"   60012334 ) ) )  OR  ( ( AF-ID ( "Universidad Pablo de Olavide"   60030114 )  OR  AF-
ID ( "CSIC-JA-UPO - Centro Andaluz de Biología del Desarrollo CABD"   60103756 ) ) )  AND  ( 
LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2020 ) )  

Dialnet 

Para obtener la producción científica de se ha seguido un procedimiento para la importación 
de ficheros al Gestor de Referencias Bibliográficas (Zotero). 

Una vez obtenidos todas las referencias de las publicaciones se ha generado la bibliografía con 
Zotero. 

Fecha de recolección de datos: Web of Science y Scopus: 19/10/2020 

Dialnet: 15/10/2020
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Publicaciones 
 

ABAD-SEGURA, E., GONZÁLEZ-ZAMAR, M.-D., VÁZQUEZ-CANO, E. y LÓPEZ-
MENESES, E., 2020. Remote sensing applied in forest management to optimize 
ecosystem services: advances in research. Forests [en línea], vol. 11, no. 9. DOI 
10.3390/f11090969.  

The wide variety of multispectral sensors that currently exist make it possible to improve 
the study of forest systems and ecosystem services. Background and Objectives: 
this study aims to analyze the current usefulness of remote sensing in forest 
management and ecosystem services sciences, and to identify future lines of 
research on these issues worldwide during the period 1976-2019. Materials and 
Methods: a bibliometric technique is applied to 2066 articles published between 
1976 and 2019 on these topics to find findings on scientific production and key 
subject areas. Results: scientific production has increased annually, so that in the 
last five years, 50.34% of all articles have been published. The thematic areas in 
which more articles were linked were environmental science, agricultural, and 
biological sciences, and earth and planetary sciences. Seven lines of research have 
been identified that generate contributions on this topic. In addition, the analysis 
of the relevance of the keywords has detected the ten main future directions of 
research. The growing worldwide trend of scientific production shows interest in 
developing aspects of this field of study. Conclusions: this study contributes to the 
academic, scientific, and institutional discussion to improve decision-making, and 
proposes new scenarios and uses of this technology to improve the administration 
and management of forest resources.  

 

ALVINO, L., PACHECO-HERRERO, M., LOPEZ-LORENTE, A., I., QUINONES, Z., 
CARDENAS, S. y ISABEL GONZALEZ-SANCHEZ, Z., 2020. Toxicity 
evaluation of barium ferrite nanoparticles in bacteria, yeast and nematode. 
CHEMOSPHERE, vol. 254. ISSN 0045-6535. DOI 
10.1016/j.chemosphere.2020.126786.  

Barium ferrite nanoparticles (BaFeNPs) are a permanent magnetic nanomaterial widely 
used in electrical energy storage, recording media or in the improvement of the 
magnetic properties of other nanoparticles (NPs). However, the information about 
the toxicity of BaFeNPs is almost non-existent. Thus, in the present work, the 
antimicrobial effect of BaFeNPs was evaluated for the first time in gram-negative 
and gram-positive bacteria and yeast showing neither antibacterial nor antifungal 
activity at moderate concentrations. On the other hand, in order to assess the in 
vivo toxicity of BaFeNPs the model organism Caenorhabditis elegans was used 
and ingestion, survival, reproduction and ROS production were evaluated in 
worms treated with different concentrations of BaFeNPs. Our results show that 
worms ingest these NPs through the digestive system affecting survival, 
reproduction and ROS production.  
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AMADOR MUÑOZ, L.V. y ESTEBAN IBÁÑEZ, M., 2020. El huerto social como 
estrategia para la educación ambiental. En: journalAbbreviation: Agricultura, 
Sociedad y Desarrollo, Agricultura, Sociedad y Desarrollo, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 347. 
ISSN 1870-5472. 10.22231/asyd.v17i2.1348 

We are facing a crisis that is not solely environmental, but also social, economic and 
cultural, due to our model of production and consumption. The complex social 
reality of our time makes it necessary to approach it from several spheres of action, 
with education being one of these areas, since it is a profession committed to social 
welfare and the quality of life of individuals. In an attempt to alleviate this crisis, 
the creation of the so-called social gardens or community vegetable gardens is 
starting to be promoted. These green zones are considered generators of 
connections between their members, in benefit of the population where the garden 
is found. Our study reflects upon the role of these social gardens in citizenship, 
thus verifying that they have a connection with environmental education. We 
begin by approaching the concept of gardens, to specify the definition of social 
garden that we will use throughout the article. Then, and after a brief historical 
review, we focus on the benefits that they provide citizens. Finally, we end by 
highlighting the aspects why we consider that the garden is a pedagogical and 
didactic instrument for Environmental Education. 
 

 

ARAM, B., 2020. La Reina Juana, la infanta Catalina, y el dinasticismo frente las 
Comunidades. En: journalAbbreviation: Mujeres en armas: En recuerdo de María 
Pacheco y de las mujeres comuneras, Mujeres en armas: En recuerdo de María 
Pacheco y de las mujeres comuneras. S.l.: Marcial Pons : Centro de Estudios del 
Camino de Santiago - Sahagún, pp. 412. ISBN 978-84-09-18521-4.  

 

ARIAS ASTRAY, A., MIGUEL VICENTE, C., CURY, S.P. y FERNÁNDEZ 
FERNÁNDEZ, J.M., 2020. Social Work: Diversity and Inclusion in Higher 
Education Policies Review and Reflection. En: journalAbbreviation: Qualitative 
and quantitative models in socio-economics systems and social work, Qualitative 
and quantitative models in socio-economics systems and social work. S.l.: 
Springer, pp. 62. ISBN 978-3-030-18592-3.  

Since the 1990s, universities have faced new challenges relating to equal opportunities. 
In this context of it being essential to foster inclusivity for members of the 
university community, we present a proposal on the role of social work in 
universities. We describe how it can contribute to promoting acceptance of 
differences and the implementation of inclusive measures. In order to do so, we 
conduct a review of how the profession has evolved in universities and analyse 
the main services in which social work plays a part and its interventions in favour 
of inclusive policies. With regard to studies of social work intervention in higher 
education, the main conclusion to highlight is their great scarcity. 
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BACHILLER, S., ALONSO-BELLIDO, I.M., REAL, L.M., PEREZ-VILLEGAS, E.M., 
VENERO, J.L., DEIERBORG, T., ARMENGOL, J.Á. y RUIZ, R., 2020. The 
Ubiquitin Proteasome System in Neuromuscular Disorders: Moving Beyond 
Movement. INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MOLECULAR SCIENCES, vol. 
21, no. 17. DOI 10.3390/ijms21176429.  

Neuromuscular disorders (NMDs) affect 1 in 3000 people worldwide. There are more 
than 150 different types of NMDs, where the common feature is the loss of muscle 
strength. These disorders are classified according to their neuroanatomical 
location, as motor neuron diseases, peripheral nerve diseases, neuromuscular 
junction diseases, and muscle diseases. Over the years, numerous studies have 
pointed to protein homeostasis as a crucial factor in the development of these fatal 
diseases. The ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) plays a fundamental role in 
maintaining protein homeostasis, being involved in protein degradation, among 
other cellular functions. Through a cascade of enzymatic reactions, proteins are 
ubiquitinated, tagged, and translocated to the proteasome to be degraded. Within 
the ubiquitin system, we can find three main groups of enzymes: E1 (ubiquitin-
activating enzymes), E2 (ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes), and E3 (ubiquitin-
protein ligases). Only the ubiquitinated proteins with specific chain linkages (such 
as K48) will be degraded by the UPS. In this review, we describe the relevance of 
this system in NMDs, summarizing the UPS proteins that have been involved in 
pathological conditions and neuromuscular disorders, such as Spinal Muscular 
Atrophy (SMA), Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (CMT), or Duchenne Muscular 
Dystrophy (DMD), among others. A better knowledge of the processes involved 
in the maintenance of proteostasis may pave the way for future progress in 
neuromuscular disorder studies and treatments. 

 

BECERRA, J., ZADERENKO, A.P., ORTIZ, R., KARAPANAGIOTIS, I. y ORTIZ, P., 
2020. Comparison of the performance of a novel nanolime doped with ZnO 
quantum dots with common consolidants for historical carbonate stone buildings. 
Applied Clay Science [en línea], vol. 195. DOI 10.1016/j.clay.2020.105732.  

Decohesion of building materials caused by weathering translates into the need for 
recurrent interventions with consolidating treatments that often turn out useless 
for desired long-term consolidation owing to their poor in-depth penetration. Due 
to this, it is important to develop new products that allow evaluating their 
penetration in situ. In this work, three commercial consolidants (Estel 1200®, 
NanoEstel® and Nanorestore®) widely used in stone conservation were compared 
with a new consolidant nanocomposite (Nanorepair UV). This nanocomposite, 
which consists of calcium hydroxide nanoparticles doped with zinc oxide quantum 
dots, allows both consolidation and in situ evaluation of the penetration depth of 
the treatment, a key variable to assess effectiveness when an in-depth 
consolidation is required. The treatments were assayed on limestones from two 
quarries widely used in the construction of monuments in southern Spain. The 
development of new products devoted to our Cultural Heritage entails specific 
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requirements such as effectiveness, durability and compatibility with the original 
materials without changing their aesthetic features. The compatibility was studied 
by colorimetric methods and SEM images to detect the formation of surface 
layers. The effectiveness of the treatments was quantified by both peeling test and 
ultrasound propagation speed. Finally, the durability was studied by an accelerated 
weathering test induced by salt crystallization. The results showed that nanolimes 
had higher effectiveness and better durability than silica treatments as 
consolidants for limestones. In addition, Nanorepair UV provided an additional 
functionality since it allowed measuring the treatment penetration depth in a 
simple and economical way, by means of ultraviolet illumination, while allowed 
to distinguish treated areas from untreated ones.  

 

BENAVIDES-UBRIC, A., DIEZ-FERNANDEZ, D.M., RODRIGUEZ-PEREZ, M.A., 
ORTEGA-BECERRA, M. y PAREJA-BLANCO, F., 2020. Analysis of the Load-
Velocity Relationship in Deadlift Exercise. JOURNAL OF SPORTS SCIENCE 
AND MEDICINE, vol. 19, no. 3, pp. 452-459. ISSN 1303-2968.  
 

The aim of this study was to analyze the relationship between movement velocity and 
relative load (%IRM) in the deadlift exercise. Fifty men (age = 23.8 +/- 3.6 years, 
body mass = 78.2 +/- 8.3 kg, height = 1.78 +/- 0.06 m) performed a first evaluation 
(T1) consisting of a one-repetition maximum (IRM) test. Forty-two subjects 
performed a second evaluation (T2) after 6 weeks. Mean (MV), mean propulsive 
(MPV) and peak (PV) velocity measures of the concentric phase were analyzed. 
Load-velocity relationships were studied by fitting first order equations to the data 
using loads from 30-100% of IRM. A comprehensive set of statistics for assessing 
bias and level of agreement to estimate the IRM value from the different models 
was used. Stability of these relationships was assessed using the coefficient of 
variation (CV) and the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). General load-
velocity equations provided good adjustments (R-2 similar to 0.91-0.93), however 
individual load-velocity regressions provided better adjustments (R-2 similar to 
0.97). Individual estimations also showed higher agreement and more regular 
variation than general equations. Moreover, MPV showed smaller bias than the 
other velocity parameters (MV and PV). The stability analysis of the load-velocity 
relationships resulted in ICC values higher than 0.82 and CV lower than 3.0%. 
Monitoring repetition velocity allows estimation of the % IRM in the deadlift 
exercise. More accurate predictions of relative load can be obtained when using 
individualized regression equations instead of general equations. 

 

CADENAS OSUNA, D., 2020. El papel protagonista de la ética en la adopción de las 
decisiones sanitarias: especial consideración de la retirada de las medidas de 
soporte vital en pacientes incapaces. En: journalAbbreviation: Conceptos 
multidimensionales del derecho, Conceptos multidimensionales del derecho. S.l.: 
Reus, pp. 510. ISBN 978-84-290-2304-6.  
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CANO-DIAZ, C., MAESTRE, F.T., ELDRIDGE, D.J., SINGH, B.K., BARDGETT, 
R.D., FIERER, N. y DELGADO-BAQUERIZO, M., [sin fecha]. Contrasting 
environmental preferences of photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic soil 
cyanobacteria across the globe. GLOBAL ECOLOGY AND BIOGEOGRAPHY, 
ISSN 1466-822X. DOI 10.1111/geb.13173.  

Aim Cyanobacteria have shaped the history of life on Earth and continue to play 
important roles as carbon and nitrogen fixers in terrestrial ecosystems. However, 
their global distribution and ecological preferences remain poorly understood, 
particularly for two recently discovered non-photosynthetic cyanobacterial classes 
(Sericytochromatia and Melainabacteria). Location Two hundred and thirty-seven 
locations across six continents encompassing multiple climates (arid, temperate, 
tropical, continental and polar) and vegetation types (forests, grasslands and 
shrublands). Time period Sampling was carried out between 2003 and 2015. 
Major taxa studied Photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic cyanobacterial taxa. 
Methods We conducted a field survey and used co-occurrence network analysis 
and structural equation modelling to evaluate the distribution and environmental 
preferences of soil cyanobacteria across the globe. These ecological preferences 
were used to create a global atlas (predictive distribution maps) of soil 
cyanobacteria. Results Network analyses identified three major groups of 
cyanobacterial taxa, which resembled the three main cyanobacterial classes: the 
photosynthetic Oxyphotobacteria-dominated cluster, which were prevalent in arid 
and semi-arid areas, and the non-photosynthetic Sericytochromatia- and 
Melainabacteria-dominated clusters, which preferred hyper-arid oligotrophic and 
acidic/humid environments, respectively. Main conclusions This study provides 
new insights into the environmental preferences of non-photosynthetic 
cyanobacteria in soils globally. Our findings highlight the contrasting 
environmental preferences among the three clusters of cyanobacteria and suggest 
that alterations in environmental conditions linked to climate change might result 
in important changes in the ecology and biogeography of these functionally 
important microorganisms. 
 

 

CARBAJOSA AGUILERA, M., 2020. La libertad según Guizot. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Historia constitucional: Revista Electrónica de Historia 
Constitucional, Historia constitucional: Revista Electrónica de Historia 
Constitucional, no. 21, pp. 573. ISSN 1576-4729.  

This article explains the conflicting, yet central, position of the concept of freedom in the 
political thought of François Guizot. This is a limited freedom, faithful to the 
author’s misgivings about the freedom of the individual in the new contemporary 
society. We analyze how Guizot, in his purpose to clarify the unknown of 
freedom, reduces it dialectically to a limited freedom at the disposal of the elite of 
the capable. 
 

 

CARVAJAL MUÑOZ, M.R., 2020. Internet for the debate from the notions of rationality 
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and liberty of Amartya Sen and Michel Foucault. En: journalAbbreviation: 
Questiones publicitarias: revista internacional de comunicación y publicidad, 
Questiones publicitarias: revista internacional de comunicación y publicidad, 
vol. 3, no. 26, pp. 55. ISSN 1133-6870. 10.5565/rev/qp.346 

Internet has a great importance to organize our social and private lives. From this context, 
the text reflects on what margins the Internet leaves to exercise our rationality and 
freedom, considering fundamental rights of citizens, and based on the best 
principles of the ideal of the democratic model. It is based on what should be an 
ideal type of technology at the service of democratic values, which would be to 
use the Internet as a common good for citizens. In this sense, this text contains 
some interpretations of what would be a common space on the Internet; It would 
aim to strengthen a democracy circumscribed by the most basic principles of this 
political model. To make this analysis, the notions of rationality and freedom of 
Amartya Sen and Michel Foucault are used, from which one works to contrast two 
functions of democracy, one is more deliberative, is in line with the idea of the 
common good of Ostrom (2000), a democracy by discussion following Amartya 
Sen. The other is a democratic model with oligarchic touches, in a neoliberal 
economic context, more in a line of rationality linked to power relations, following 
Foucault. Freedom is important for both of them, based on the participation and 
critical behavior of the individual. 
 

 

CASTILLO RUBIO, J.M., 2020. Las collaciones de la Sevilla renacentista: San Lorenzo, 
entre los censos generales de 1533 y 1561. En: journalAbbreviation: Hacer 
historia moderna: Líneas actuales y futuras de investigación, Hacer historia 
moderna: Líneas actuales y futuras de investigación. S.l.: Universidad de Sevilla, 
pp. 220. ISBN 978-84-472-2207-0.  

Sevilla vive durante el tercio central del siglo XVI –el de la consolidación de su papel 
como enclave de primer orden en la red de ciudades de la monarquía policéntrica 
de los Habsburgo, como entrepôt  de las rutas mediterráneas y atlánticas, y uno de 
los mayores centros de recepción de emigrantes de Europa–, un proceso de 
transformación urbana que se verá reflejado en sus barrios. En el presente trabajo 
analizaremos cómo uno de ellos, la collación de San Lorenzo, tan populoso como 
popular, adapta sus estructuras sociales y espaciales para adecuarse a las nuevas 
circunstancias por las que atraviesa la urbe. Para aprehender los cambios nos hemos 
valido de fuentes demográficas: los censos generales de la ciudad de 1533 y 1561, que enmarcan 
la época estudiada, y el padrón de moneda forera de San Lorenzo de 1560. Hemos empleado 
también protocolos notariales, que dejan constancia de la actividad vecinal mediante la que 
podemos ver cómo los habitantes del barrio interactuaban y se asociaban para adaptarse 
a las cambiantes circunstancias y satisfacer sus necesidades en el corto y medio plazo, generando 
una dinámica que, al desarrollarse en un espacio determinado, lo acababa por modificar.  

 

CAYUELA-SÁNCHEZ, J.A., PALAREA-ALBALADEJO, J., ZIRA, T.P. y 
MORIANA-CORRERO, E., 2020. Compositional method for measuring the 
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nutritional label components of industrial pastries and biscuits based on Vis/NIR 
spectroscopy. Journal of Food Composition and Analysis [en línea], vol. 92. DOI 
10.1016/j.jfca.2020.103572.  

Food nutritional labeling is compulsory in the European Union since 13 December 2016. 
The analysis of all batches of foodstuff using the official methods is expensive 
and the food industry seeks cost-efficient solutions for measuring the components 
of nutritional labels. The information is commonly provided in the form of 
fractions or parts of a number of nutritional categories, typically expressed in 
percentage units. This corresponds with so-called compositional data for which 
specific statistical methods and models have been developed. Compositional data 
analysis focuses on log-ratios between the parts, so that their relative scale and 
inherent interplay are accounted for. This study set up and validates a new rapid 
technique to measure the nutritional makeup of industrial pastries and biscuits for 
labelling purposes. Nutritional components and types of fat were separately 
modeled. Compositional partial least squares (PLS) calibration models, 
formulated through adequate log-ratio coordinates, were fitted based on visible 
and near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) and applied to estimate the composition of 
(1) moisture, total fat, protein, and carbohydrates and (2) saturated, 
polyunsaturated and monounsaturated fats from intact and ground samples of a 
variety of types of industrial pastry and biscuit present in the market. This 
investigation proposes a useful and methodologically well-founded approach for 
measuring the components of the nutritional label or its verification, which may 
be set-up to other foodstuffs.  
 

 

CHICA NÚÑEZ, A.J., 2020. Aproximaciones pedagógicas a la accesibilidad universial 
mediante el desarrollo de proyectos de innovación docente en traducción e 
interpretación. En: journalAbbreviation: Investigación e Innovación educativa: 
Tendencias y Retos, Investigación e Innovación educativa: Tendencias y Retos. 
S.l.: Dykinson, pp. 588. ISBN 978-84-13-24590-4.  

 

COBO-VUILLEUMIER, N., MARTIN-VAZQUEZ, E., LORENZO, P.I., DIAZ-
CONTRERAS, I., MARTIN, F., GERDES, J.M., FERRER, J., ROMERO-
ZERBO, Y.S., GARCIA, M., BERMUDEZ-SILVA, F.J., GANNON, M., 
COLLOMBAT, P. y GAUTHIER, B.R., 2020. Lrh1/nr5a2 conveys the anti-
diabetic effects of the agonist bl001 and promotes alpha-to-beta-cell conversion 
in streptozotocin-treated mice. DIABETOLOGIA, vol. 63, no. SUPPL 1, 1, SI, pp. 
S182-S183. ISSN 0012-186X.  

 

CONTRERAS, I. y LOZANO, S., 2020. Allocating additional resources to public 
universities. A DEA bargaining approach. Socio-Economic Planning Sciences [en 
línea], vol. 71. DOI 10.1016/j.seps.2019.100752. 

This paper deals with the problem of allocating additional resources in a public university 
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system. Instead of a solution imposed from above, the proposed bargaining 
approach lets the universities voluntarily agree on a solution that benefits them 
all. To be realistic the allocation assumes that the universities will keep their 
current technical efficiency. A bargaining problem is formulated, defining the 
corresponding feasible set and disagreement point. Four different bargaining 
solutions, namely Nash, Kalai-Smorodinsky, Egalitarian and Utilitarian, are 
considered and discussed. The proposed approach is applied to a real-world 
dataset involving the nine public universities of the Andalusian region. The results 
of the different bargaining solutions are very consistent as regards the output and 
utility improvements to be achieved by each university.  

 

CORTÉS MARTÍN, J.M. y RUIZ YAMUZA, F.-G., 2020. Retos actuales de la 
cooperación penal en la Unión Europea. S.l.: Dykinson. ISBN 978-84-13-24713-
7.  

La presente monografía se acerca a la realidad de la cooperación judicial basada en el 
reconocimiento mutuo desde una perspectiva moderna y poliédrica. Desde 
diferentes puntos de vista, un variado grupo de profesores universitarios y juristas 
prácticos, magistrados y fiscales de contrastada experiencia en esta materia, 
abordan una serie de situaciones que se plantean en el contexto actual de la 
cooperación dentro del Espacio de Libertad, Seguridad y Justicia. 

Encontrará, pues, el lector en este trabajo, interesantes reflexiones acerca de la 
cooperación penal en general, los problemas actuales en relación con la orden 
europea de detención y entrega, la Directiva 2014/41/CE relativa a la orden 
europea de investigación en materia penal o las Decisiones Marco 2008/909/JAI, 
2008/947/JAI y 2009/829/JAI relativas al reconocimiento mutuo de resoluciones 
judiciales por las que se imponen penas u otras medidas privativas de libertad, 
medidas de libertad vigilada y penas sustitutivas y medidas de vigilancia como 
sustitución de la prisión provisional. Todo ello se complementa con un profundo 
examen de la jurisprudencia más actual del Tribunal de Justicia de la Unión 
Europea en relación con cuestiones tan delicadas y cruciales como el compromiso 
del Estado de Derecho dentro de algunos países de la Unión o la tutela de los 
derechos fundamentales de las personas concernidas por las solicitudes de 
cooperación judicial. 

Una obra colectiva que combina, en dosis muy equilibradas, la perspectiva práctica con 
la científica, el planteamiento de las situaciones estructurales que nos han traído 
al momento presente y las alternativas y posibilidades que se atisban en un 
horizonte próximo para encarar de manera exitosa la problemática analizada. 

En definitiva, un apasionado esfuerzo conjunto que ofrece una panorámica precisa y 
completa tanto al lector que se inicia en el conocimiento de la cooperación judicial 
en el seno de la Unión, como al estudioso y al experto que deseen profundizar en 
el análisis de determinadas áreas o pretendan encontrar claves o respuestas a 
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cuestiones muy particulares en el contexto actual de la cooperación penal en la 
Unión Europea. 

 

 

COURTOIS, S., HAYKAL, M., BODINEAU, C., SIFRE, E., AZZI-MARTIN, L., 
MENARD, A., MEGRAUD, F., LEHOURS, P., DURAN, R.V., VARON, C. y 
BESSEDE, E., [2020]. Autophagy induced by Helicobacter pyloriinfection is 
necessary for gastric cancer stem cell emergence. GASTRIC CANCER, ISSN 
1436-3291. DOI 10.1007/s10120-020-01118-9.  

Background The main cause of gastric cancer is the infection by the 
bacteriumHelicobacter pyloriwhich induces a chronic inflammation and an 
epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) leading to the emergence of cells 
with cancer stem cell (CSC) properties. However, the underlying mechanisms 
have not been fully characterized. Moreover, H. pylorimodulates the host cell 
autophagic process, but a few studies have investigated the role of this process in 
tumoral transformation. The aim of this study was to determine whetherH. pylori-
induced autophagy has a role in CSC emergence. Methods Autophagic flux in 
response toH. pyloriinfection was characterized in AGS cell line expressing the 
tandem-tagged mCherry-GFP-LC3 protein and using a ratiometric flow cytometry 
analysis. Then, AGS and MKN45 cell lines were treated with bafilomycin or 
chloroquine, two pharmaceutical well-known inhibitors of autophagy, and 
different EMT and CSC characteristics were analyzed. Results First, a co-
expression of the gastric CSC marker CD44 and the autophagic marker LC3 in 
mice and human stomach tissues infected withH. pyloriwas observed. Then, we 
demonstrated in vitro thatH. pyloriwas able to activate the autophagy process with 
a reduced autophagic flux. Finally, infected cells were treated with autophagy 
inhibitors, which reduced (i) appearance of mesenchymal phenotypes and 
migration ability related to EMT and (ii) CD44 expression as well as tumorsphere 
formation capacities reflecting CSC properties. Conclusion In conclusion, all 
these data show thatH. pylori-induced autophagy is implicated in gastric CSC 
emergence and could represent an interesting therapeutic target. 
 

 

CREGO GÓMEZ, M., 2020. Mujeres en la disciplina clericalis (s. XII) de Pedro Alfonso: 
Fuentes orientales y misoginia y traducción del Exemplum XXIV. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Creencias y disidencias: experiencias políticas, sociales, 
culturales y religiosas en la Historia de las Mujeres, Creencias y disidencias: 
experiencias políticas, sociales, culturales y religiosas en la Historia de las 
Mujeres. S.l.: Comares, pp. 460. ISBN 978-84-13-69003-2.  

 

DELGADO-BAQUERIZO, M., REICH, P.B., BARDGETT, R.D., ELDRIDGE, D.J., 
LAMBERS, H., WARDLE, D.A., REED, S.C., PLAZA, C., PNG, G.K., 
NEUHAUSER, S., BERHE, A.A., HART, S.C., HU, H.-W., HE, J.-Z., 
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BASTIDA, F., ABADES, S., ALFARO, F.D., CUTLER, N.A., GALLARDO, A., 
GARCIA-VELAZQUEZ, L., HAYES, P.E., HSEU, Z.-Y., PEREZ, C.A., 
SANTOS, F., SIEBE, C., TRIVEDI, P., SULLIVAN, B.W., WEBER-
GRULLON, L., WILLIAMS, M.A. y FIERER, N., 2020. The influence of soil 
age on ecosystem structure and function across biomes. NATURE 
COMMUNICATIONS, vol. 11, no. 1. ISSN 2041-1723. DOI 10.1038/s41467-020-
18451-3.  

The importance of soil age as an ecosystem driver across biomes remains largely 
unresolved. By combining a cross-biome global field survey, including data for 
32 soil, plant, and microbial properties in 16 soil chronosequences, with a global 
meta-analysis, we show that soil age is a significant ecosystem driver, but only 
accounts for a relatively small proportion of the cross-biome variation in multiple 
ecosystem properties. Parent material, climate, vegetation and topography predict, 
collectively, 24 times more variation in ecosystem properties than soil age alone. 
Soil age is an important local-scale ecosystem driver; however, environmental 
context, rather than soil age, determines the rates and trajectories of ecosystem 
development in structure and function across biomes. Our work provides insights 
into the natural history of terrestrial ecosystems. We propose that, regardless of 
soil age, changes in the environmental context, such as those associated with 
global climatic and land-use changes, will have important long-term impacts on 
the structure and function of terrestrial ecosystems across biomes. Soil age is 
thought to be an important driver of ecosystem development. Here, the authors 
perform a global survey of soil chronosequences and meta-analysis to show that, 
contrary to expectations, soil age is a relatively minor ecosystem driver at the 
biome scale once other drivers such as parent material, climate, and vegetation 
type are accounted for. 
 

 

DOMINGUEZ-ROBLES, J., PALENZUELA, M. del V., SANCHEZ, R., LOAIZA, J.M., 
ESPINOSA, E., ROSAL, A. y RODRIGUEZ, A., 2020. Coagulation-flocculation 
as an alternative way to reduce the toxicity of the black liquor from the paper 
industry: thermal valorization of the solid biomass recovered. WASTE AND 
BIOMASS VALORIZATION, vol. 11, no. 9, pp. 4731-4742. ISSN 1877-2641. DOI 
10.1007/s12649-019-00795-7.  

Pulp and paper mills generate a huge amount of wastewater and some of them, especially 
non-wood paper mills, do not possess recovery systems. In this research work, the 
effectiveness of coagulation-flocculation using poly (ethylene oxide), poly 
aluminium chloride and poly (dimethyl diallyl ammonium chloride) for the 
treatment of a black liquor obtained from a pulp mill (with wheat straw as the raw 
material) is reported. Furthermore, the calorific potential of the solid fraction 
generated after these treatments was investigated with the aim of enhancing this 
residue. Chemical oxygen demand (COD), turbidity and total solids (TS) were 
determined in the supernatants obtained from the different coagulation-
flocculation processes. The treatment with poly (ethylene oxide) at pH 2.0 
achieved the maximum reduction of TS (66%), COD (75%) and Turbidity (95%) 
in the black liquor and the precipitated solid fraction with the highest calorific 
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value (19.9 MJ/kg). Graphic 
 

 

FADDEN, I.M., 2020. Educational models of social cohesion in marginal contexts: the 
social space as an educational agent. En: journalAbbreviation: Qualitative and 
quantitative models in socio-economics systems and social work, Qualitative and 
quantitative models in socio-economics systems and social work. S.l.: Springer, 
pp. 172. ISBN 978-3-030-18592-3.  
 

The main objective of this research is to analyze the relationship between the advance of 
social marginality and education as a tool of social cohesion, making an 
exploratory study of a qualitative nature that is limited to the scope of the doctoral 
study by the same author, started in 2015: “Advanced Marginality and Social 
Space: New Models of Cohesion, El cado de Torreblanca”. Advanced marginality 
(Wacquant in Parias urbanos. Marginalidad en la ciudad a comienzos del milenio. 
Ediciones Manantial, Buenos Aires, 2006), shows the constant advance of the 
phenomenon, and the need for new public policies and social inclusion. 
Democracy—understood as an aspiration to the realization of the well-being of 
every individual that does not correspond to mere principles of utility, but to the 
possibilities of action and choice within alternative combinations accessible to 
all—has as its primary objective the training of all citizens (Sen in La libertà 
individuale come impegno sociale. Editori laterza, Bari, 2007). In a democratic 
government, one way to offer this set of capacity-action that Sen (La libertà 
individuale come impegno sociale. Editori laterza, Bari, 2007) defines as a 
capability, could be to invest in education, in the construction of a paideia, 
promoter of rights and opportunities, capable of really making the free individual. 
Education has to be, then, a protagonist in the construction of social spaces—
which become educational agents—in which people can show, with facts and 
words, who they are and what they can do (Arendt in Men in the Dark Times. 
Ancourt Brace, New York, 1986), through an educational model oriented to 
human development (Nussbaum in Creare capacità. Liberarsi dalla dittatura del 
Pi, Bologna, 2012), and to promote educational experiences of social cohesion, 
which start from the focal point that each human being is constituted as a being 
whose singularity is realized in plurality (Mortari in A scuola di libertà. 
Formazione e Pensiero autonomo. Raffaello Cortina, Milano, 2008). 
 

 

FALCON-MOYA, R., PEREZ-RODRIGUEZ, M., PRIUS-MENGUAL, J., ANDRADE-
TALAVERA, Y., ARROYO-GARCIA, L.E., PEREZ-ARTES, R., MATEOS-
APARICIO, P., GUERRA-GOMES, S., OLIVEIRA, J.F., FLORES, G. y 
RODRIGUEZ-MORENO, A., 2020. Astrocyte-mediated switch in spike timing-
dependent plasticity during hippocampal development. NATURE 
COMMUNICATIONS, vol. 11, no. 1. ISSN 2041-1723. DOI 10.1038/s41467-020-
18024-4.  

Presynaptic spike timing-dependent long-term depression (t-LTD) at hippocampal CA3-
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CA1 synapses is evident until the 3(rd) postnatal week in mice, disappearing 
during the 4(th) week. At more mature stages, we found that the protocol that 
induced t-LTD induced t-LTP. We characterized this form of t-LTP and the 
mechanisms involved in its induction, as well as that driving this switch from t-
LTD to t-LTP. We found that this t-LTP is expressed presynaptically at CA3-CA1 
synapses, as witnessed by coefficient of variation, number of failures, paired-pulse 
ratio and miniature responses analysis. Additionally, this form of presynaptic t-
LTP does not require NMDARs but the activation of mGluRs and the entry of 
Ca2+ into the postsynaptic neuron through L-type voltage-dependent Ca2+ 
channels and the release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores. Nitric oxide is also 
required as a messenger from the postsynaptic neuron. Crucially, the release of 
adenosine and glutamate by astrocytes is required for t-LTP induction and for the 
switch from t-LTD to t-LTP. Thus, we have discovered a developmental switch 
of synaptic transmission from t-LTD to t-LTP at hippocampal CA3-CA1 synapses 
in which astrocytes play a central role and revealed a form of presynaptic LTP and 
the rules for its induction. Presynaptic spike timing-dependent long-term 
depression at hippocampal CA3-CA1 synapses is evident until the third postnatal 
week in mice. The authors show that maturation beyond four weeks is associated 
with a switch to long-term potentiation in which astrocytes play a central role. 
 

 

FILSINGER, G., 2020. Evolución diacrónica de la terminología y disciplinas en contacto. 
En: journalAbbreviation: Tonos digital: Revista de estudios filológicos, Tonos 
digital: Revista de estudios filológicos, no. 39, pp. 0. ISSN 1577-6921.  

The different current theories regulating the terminological practice stem from an 
evolution, which we considered necessary to enquire into this study in order 
todescribe it, and thusget to know its origins and development. As in any other 
evolvinghuman activity, distinctive perspectives arise and, consequently, different 
criteria foraddressing its vision and practice. Therefore, the emerging of different 
schools andmovements are also included in this work. For these reasons, we will 
review theorigins, the fundamental tenets and milestones of terminology. 
Additionally, weconsider it essential to cover the intersection of terminology with 
the disciplines itconverges on a cross-cutting basis in order to describe this 
behavior. 
 

 

GALÁN MUÑOZ, A., 2020. Delitos de odio. Discurso del odio y Derecho penal: ¿hacia 
la construcción de injustos penales por peligrosidad estructural? En: 
journalAbbreviation: Revista penal, Revista penal, no. 46, pp. 66. ISSN 1138-
9168.  

 

GALLARDO FERNÁNDEZ, M. del C., 2020. El modelo particular de Estado de 
Bienestar en España, y las nuevas necesidades que hoy lo demandan. En: 
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journalAbbreviation: Trabajo social ( Universidad Nacional de Colombia ), 
Trabajo social ( Universidad Nacional de Colombia ), no. 22, pp. 146. ISSN 0123-
4986.  

Attention to families has been related to childhood and older people as a consequence of 
the aging population and the incorporation of women into the labormarket. From 
the perspective of the integration of care in the social agenda,social policies, and 
lines of action related to families, the minors, and elders inSpain are exposed, as 
well as the challenges and possible lines of action on FamilySupport from the 
Community Social Services. 
 

 

GAMERO CASADO, E., 2020. Prevención y lucha contra la violencia deportiva exógena 
en la legislación autonómica. En: journalAbbreviation: Estudios de derecho 
deportivo: (libro homenaje al profesor Bermejo Vera), Estudios de derecho 
deportivo: (libro homenaje al profesor Bermejo Vera). S.l.: Instituto Editorial 
Reus, pp. 316. ISBN 978-84-290-2303-9.  

 

GARCÍA FUENTES, R., 2020. Confluencias y disidencias entre dos femmes de letres: 
El influjo del feminismo de GYP en las «originales» Andanzas de Colette. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Creencias y disidencias: experiencias políticas, sociales, 
culturales y religiosas en la Historia de las Mujeres, Creencias y disidencias: 
experiencias políticas, sociales, culturales y religiosas en la Historia de las 
Mujeres. S.l.: Comares, pp. 510. ISBN 978-84-13-69003-2.  

Cinco décadas de estudios sobre historia de las mujeres y de las relaciones de géneronos 
han puesto de manifiesto la riqueza y complejidad que reviste este campo de 
estudio, cuyos postulados han de armonizar criterios de marginación y 
subordinación con poderosos frentes de presencia y de agencia femenina. El XIX 
Coloquio Internacional de la AEIHM pretendió reunir a investigadoras e 
investigadores nacionales e internacionales del campo de la Historia de las 
Mujeres y la Historia de Género para dirigir la mirada al ámbito de la tensión 
dialéctica que se observa entre los discursos, creencias y normas y las formas de 
agencia de las mujeres. Esta reunión científica proponía revisar esta temática a la 
luz de enfoques innovadores y bajo nuevas perspectivas. Más allá de la dialéctica 
acción-reacción, implícita en el enunciado Creencias y disidencias, buscamos 
sacar a la luz líneas de indagación que nos permitieran percibir, en el marco de 
relaciones complejas, cómo se articulan los discursos, las normas y las prácticas 
sociales de las mujeres dentro y fuera de las instituciones. Analizar las 
permanencias y los cambios, pero también las tensiones y las escalas en las que se 
inscriben los fenómenos de creencia —valga también decir de consolidación de 
estándares normativos, científicos, culturales, etc.— y de disidencia. En este libro 
se podrán seguir los resultados de esta reflexión enfocados desde cuatro ámbitos 
temáticos: ideologías y prácticas políticas; creencias y prácticas religiosas; 
cuerpos, saberes y experiencias; y normas, hábitos y prácticas sociales. Los ocho 
capítulos del primer volumen, en su día presentados como ponencias, se 
completan, en el segundo volumen publicado en CD, con otros treinta y tres 
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estudios, presentados como comunicaciones al XIX Coloquio de la AEIHM. Las 
temáticas y contextos abordados nos remiten a un arco cronológico y temático 
muy diverso. 

 

GARCÍA-TASCÓN, M., MAGAZ GONZÁLEZ, A.M., ALIAS GARCÍA, A. y JAENES 
SÁNCHEZ, J.C., 2020. La seguridad deportiva a debate. S.l.: Dykinson. ISBN 
978-84-13-24689-5.  

El Consejo Superior de Deportes ha fijado como una de sus principales líneas de acción 
estratégicas el fomento de la innovación y la investigación en todos los ámbitos 
del deporte. Este hecho lo hemos plasmado, junto con nuestro compromiso de 
potenciar la colaboración entre las administraciones públicas y privadas, en la 
convocatoria de creación de “Redes de Investigación en Ciencias del Deporte” 
que deseamos se asiente en el tiempo.Esta publicación de la Red RIASPORT (Red 
Estatal de Investigación Aplicada a la Seguridad Deportiva) es el exponente claro 
de nuestra apuesta decidida por la investigación e innovación, con participación 
del tejido docente, profesional, empresarial y deportivo. Un proyecto que cuenta 
con 5 universidades y 10 entidades de diferente ámbito que ha conformado un 
equipo multidisciplinar implicado en la difusión y sensibilización hacia la 
seguridad deportiva y que pretende contribuir a reforzar también nuestro 
compromiso con la sociedad. 

 

GÓMEZ DEL TORO, R., VARELA GARAY, R.M. y SUÁREZ RELINQUE, C., 2020. 
Violence in adolescence from a social work perspective: a qualitative study. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Qualitative and quantitative models in socio-economics 
systems and social work, Qualitative and quantitative models in socio-economics 
systems and social work. S.l.: Springer, pp. 50. ISBN 978-3-030-18592-3.  

In this study, the role played by social workers in the field of violence in adolescence is 
analysed from the perspective of a group of people professionally and 
academically linked to Social Work. To such end, a qualitative study has been 
carried out following the Grounded Theory (Strauss and Corbin 1998) method. 
The results indicate that, according to the participants, the performance of social 
workers is excessively limited in the field of violence in adolescence and shows 
deficiencies in academic training at a theoretical and practical level. The 
interviewees demand greater participation of social workers in interdisciplinary 
teams, and claim direct intervention with adolescents and review current curricula. 

 

GÓMEZ-GALÁN, J., LÁZARO-PÉREZ, C., MARTÍNEZ-LÓPEZ, J.Á. y LÓPEZ-
MENESES, E., 2020. Measurement of the MOOC phenomenon by pre-service 
teachers: a descriptive case study. Education Sciences [en línea], vol. 10, no. 9, 
pp. 1-16. DOI 10.3390/educsci10090215.  

The main objective of this research is to establish the measurement of pre-service teachers 
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on the MOOC phenomenon, one of the most important manifestations within the 
processes of on-line education that have emerged under the protection of the 
digital paradigm. The research methodology used was of an exploratory, 
qualitative, and descriptive nature. It falls within the generic scope of qualitative 
research methods of an ethnographic nature through the analysis of learning 
objects and interventions in the network. The sample (n = 218) was composed of 
students from the educational field, who took a subject focused on ICT applied to 
education, over several academic years. Using the edublog as a digital and 
documentary source, a total of 1962 frequencies were collected referring to the 
advantages (1052 frequencies) and limitations (910 frequencies) that they 
determined when carrying out these courses. As main results, it is worth 
mentioning that pre-service teachers consider MOOC courses valuable as teaching 
models in socio-educational contexts. They offer unquestionable advantages such 
as free of charge usage, training for disadvantaged groups, flexible hours, etc. 
However, their disadvantages are also important. For example, it is considered 
that these courses do not adequately follow up on the student, that the materials 
they offer are not very innovative, or also that the evaluation of the learning is 
inadequate. It is interesting to note that the main problems identified are of a 
pedagogical, not technical, nature. © 2020 by the authors. Licensee MDPI, Basel, 
Switzerland. 

GÓMEZ-GALÁN, J., MARTÍNEZ-LÓPEZ, J.A., LÁZARO-PÉREZ, C. y SÁNCHEZ-
SERRANO, J.L.S., 2020. Social networks consumption and addiction in college 
students during the COVID-19 pandemic: Educational approach to responsible 
use. Sustainability (Switzerland) [en línea], vol. 12, no. 18. DOI 
10.3390/su12187737.  

Within the framework of digital sustainability, the increase in Internet consumption, and 
especially online social networks, offers social benefits, but is not without its 
drawbacks. For example, it can lead to psychological and/or psychiatric disorders 
in some people. Numerous researches are highlighting the similarities of these 
addictions with the consumption of toxic substances. University students are 
heavy users of the Internet and, in certain situations, addiction to online social 
networks can be the result of depression, harassment, and anxiety, among others, 
affecting their daily life, including their academic responsibilities. In recent 
months, an anomaly has occurred that may have contributed to intensifying this 
problem, namely the confinement produced by the COVID-19 pandemic, which 
has affected the whole world to a greater or lesser extent. In this cross-sectional 
study, with a descriptive and quantitative methodology, students from 14 Spanish 
universities were investigated in the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic in 
order to understand the effects of this situation on the problem described. The 
results show a high consumption of social networks during that time, with 
significant incidences of addiction. In parallel, the presence of comorbidity has 
been determined. In this scenario, it would be necessary to implement university 
educational programs to redirect these addictive behaviors, as well as preventative 
recommendations and actions to minimize negative impacts. This is a major 
problem that is growing, exacerbated by the global pandemic produced by the 
SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Situations of this gravity call for the development of 
preventive and educational measures for the responsible and sustainable use of 
ICT.  
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GONZÁLEZ GONZÁLEZ, J.M. y SARASOLA, J.L., 2020. Modelo de intervención con 
chicas menores infractoras.  

A situation of continued risk leads many minors to have problems with justice, reaching 
contexts where social, educational and psychological interventionbecomes very 
complex and where their relational problems are furtherexacerbated. For this type 
of minors, it is essential to implement receptionprograms in centers where social 
reeducation and integration projects are carriedout, which avoid as far as possible 
the progressive restriction of freedoms, as theonly way to prevent repetition of 
unwanted behaviors. We must also take intoaccount that a large part of the girls 
who are put at the judicial disposal, they arefor the commission of crimes of low 
severity or moderate severity, although it isprecisely these types of crimes that 
public opinion directly relates to insecurityCitizen. 
 

 

GONZÁLEZ MARRERO, R.M., MARRERO, G.A. y RODRÍGUEZ, J., 2020. Car 
usage, CO2 emissions and fuel taxes in Europe. En: journalAbbreviation: 
SERIEs : Journal of the Spanish Economic Association, SERIEs : Journal of the 
Spanish Economic Association, vol. 11, no. 2, pp. 241. ISSN 1869-4195. 
10.1007/s13209-019-00210-3 

The number of diesel cars in Europe has grown significantly over the last three decades, 
a process usually known as dieselization, and they now account for nearly 40% of 
the cars on the road. We build on a dynamic general equilibrium model that makes 
a distinction between diesel motor and gasoline motor vehicles and calibrate it for 
main European countries. Firstly, we find that the dieselization can be explained 
by a change in consumer preferences paired with the productivity gains from the 
specialization of the European automotive industry. Secondly, the lenient tax 
policies in favor of diesel fuel help to explain the rebound effect in road traffic. 
Finally, from a normative standpoint, the model suggests that a tax discrimination 
based on the carbon content of each fuel (higher for diesel relative to gasoline) 
would actually be more effective in curbing CO2 emissions rather than a tax based 
on fuel efficiency. Based on the existing studies, we also document that other 
external costs of diesel are always higher than those of gasoline, and the Pigouvian 
tax rates should reflect this aspect. This recommendation is radically different to 
the existing fuel tax design in most European countries. 

 

GONZÁLEZ-JURADO, J.A., SUÁREZ-CARMONA, W., LÓPEZ, S. y SÁNCHEZ-
OLIVER, A.J., 2020. Changes in lipoinflammation markers in people with obesity 
after a concurrent training program: a comparison between men and women. 
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health [en línea], 
vol. 17, no. 17, pp. 1-12. DOI 10.3390/ijerph17176168.  

Obesity is related to low-grade systemic inflammation. This state of inflammation is 
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characterized by the alteration in adipokine regulation, which may lead to a 
situation of cardiometabolic risk. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects 
of a concurrent training program on markers of lipoinflammation in adult people 
with obesity, comparing the response to the training between men and women. A 
quasi-experimental, quantitative, and longitudinal study with a pre–post 
intervention was conducted. An 8-week concurrent training program was carried 
out, in which 26 individuals with obesity participated (mean ± SD; age = 46.38 ± 
4.66) (BMI = 36.05 ± 4.99) (12 men and 14 women). Before and after the 
intervention period, blood samples were taken by percutaneous puncture. The 
blood levels of adiponectin and leptin were evaluated. Significant differences 
were obtained in the adiponectin–leptin ratio (A/L ratio) of the entire sample (p = 
0.009, ES = 0.53), which indicates a decrease in the risk of cardiovascular diseases 
and lipoinflammation. There were no significant differences in the improvements 
observed after the training in A/L ratio between women (A/L change = +63.5%) 
and men (A/L change= +59.2%). It can be concluded that the combination of 
aerobic exercise and resistance training induced an improvement in markers of 
lipoinflammation and cardiometabolic risk in the individuals with obesity 
evaluated in this study. © 2020 by the authors. Licensee MDPI, Basel, 
Switzerland. 

 

GYLLING, H.M., GONZÁLEZ-AGUILERA, C., SMITH, M.A., KACZOROWSKI, 
D.C., GROTH, A. y LUND, A.H., 2020. Repeat RNAs associate with replication 
forks and post-replicative DNA. RNA, vol. 26, no. 9, pp. 1104-1117. ISSN 1355-
8382. DOI 10.1261/rna.074757.120.  

Noncoding RNA has a proven ability to direct and regulate chromatin modifications by 
acting as scaffolds between DNA and histone-modifying complexes. However, it 
is unknown if ncRNA plays any role in DNA replication and epigenome 
maintenance, including histone eviction and reinstallment of histone 
modifications after genome duplication. Isolation of nascent chromatin has 
identified a large number of RNA-binding proteins in addition to unknown 
components of the replication and epigenetic maintenance machinery. Here, we 
isolated and characterized long and short RNAs associated with nascent chromatin 
at active replication forks and track RNA composition during chromatin 
maturation across the cell cycle. Shortly after fork passage, GA-rich-, alpha- and 
TElomeric Repeat-containing RNAs (TERRA) are associated with replicated 
DNA. These repeat containing RNAs arise from loci undergoing replication, 
suggesting an interaction in cis. Post-replication during chromatin maturation, and 
even after mitosis in G1, the repeats remain enriched on DNA. This suggests that 
specific types of repeat RNAs are transcribed shortly after DNA replication and 
stably associate with their loci of origin throughout the cell cycle. The presented 
method and data enable studies of RNA interactions with replication forks and 
post-replicative chromatin and provide insights into how repeat RNAs and their 
engagement with chromatin are regulated with respect to DNA replication and 
across the cell cycle. 

 

HARGUINDEGUY, J.-B., RIVERA, C.F. y SÁNCHEZ SÁNCHEZ, A., [sin fecha]. So 
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close yet so far: intergovernmental tensions in Spain. REGIONAL STUDIES, 
ISSN 0034-3404. DOI 10.1080/00343404.2020.1813882.  

Much has been said about recurrent conflicts between the government of Spain and the 
executives of autonomous communities. Drawing on mixed methods, this research 
explores some of the deterrents of the centre-periphery quarrels in Spain. This 
investigation operationalizes intergovernmental tensions through a quantitative 
data set based on several litigations between regional and central executives in 
Spain before the Constitutional Court from 1980 to 2014, as well as a series of 30 
in-depth interviews. It demonstrates that the organization of sectorial conferences, 
the signing of cooperation agreements and periods of party congruence help 
prevent the rise of intergovernmental contestation. 
 

HERNÁNDEZ BUADES, J.C., 2020. Cuando algo funciona, es tiempo de cambiar. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Agenda de la empresa andaluza: ideas, personas e 
instrumentos para dirigir la empresa, Agenda de la empresa andaluza: ideas, 
personas e instrumentos para dirigir la empresa, no. 254, pp. 0. ISSN 1576-0154.  

 

HERNÁNDEZ CAMACHO, J.D., FUENTES LORCA, E. y MARTÍNEZ SANZ, J.M., 
2020. Previous intakes to a competitive match in young soccer players. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Archivos de medicina del deporte: revista de la Federación 
Española de Medicina del Deporte y de la Confederación Iberoamericana de 
Medicina del Deporte, Archivos de medicina del deporte: revista de la Federación 
Española de Medicina del Deporte y de la Confederación Iberoamericana de 
Medicina del Deporte, vol. 37, no. 195, pp. 23. ISSN 0212-8799.  

It has been shown that nutrition plays a crucial role in sport performance, consequently 
athletes should pay attention to their nutritional habits. However, it is not 
completely clear what athletes eat just before the sport competition. 

 

HERNÁNDEZ JIMÉNEZ, H.M., 2020. Medidas de agilización de la actividad 
urbanística: novedades normativas para la era post Covid-19. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Práctica urbanística: Revista mensual de urbanismo, 
Práctica urbanística: Revista mensual de urbanismo, no. 165, pp. 0. ISSN 1579-
4911.  

El retraso en la tramitación de los procedimientos relacionados con la actividad 
urbanística, desde la aprobación del planeamiento general hasta el correspondiente 
para la concesión de una licencia de obra, ha motivado e incentivado a los 
legisladores autonómicos a dictar normas modificativas de dichos procedimientos 
en aras de su agilización. 

 

HERRERO, C. y VILLAR, A., 2020. A synthetic indicator on the impact of COVID-19 
on the community’s health. PLoS ONE [en línea], vol. 15, no. 9 September. DOI 
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10.1371/journal.pone.0238970.  

The expansion of Covid-19 has severely hit the community’s health all over the world, 
killing hundreds of thousands of people, subjecting health systems to an enormous 
stress (besides derailing economic activities and altering personal and social 
behavior). Two elements are essential to monitor the evolution of the pandemic as 
well as to analyze the effectiveness of the response measures: reliable data and 
useful indicators. We present an indicator that helps to assess the impact of Covid-
19 on the community’s health, combining two different components: the extent of 
the pandemics (i.e. the share of the population affected) and its severity (the 
intensity of the disease on those affected). The severity measure derives from the 
application of an evaluation protocol that allows comparing population 
distributions based on the proportions of those affected with different health 
conditions. We illustrate the functioning of this indicator over a case study 
regarding the situation of the Italian regions on March 9 (the beginning of the 
confinement) and April 8, 2020, one month later. © 2020 Herrero, Villar. This is 
an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction 
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 

 

HUNT GÓMEZ, C.I., 2020. La subtitulación como recurso didáctico en el aula CLIL. 
Análisis de concepciones del profesorado en formación. En: journalAbbreviation: 
Investigación e Innovación educativa: Tendencias y Retos, Investigación e 
Innovación educativa: Tendencias y Retos. S.l.: Dykinson, pp. 282. ISBN 978-84-
13-24590-4.  

 

HUNT GÓMEZ, C.I., 2020. La tecnología al servicio de los nuevos contextos de 
enseñanza: Recomendaciones en bases de datos académicas sobre child language 
brokering. En: journalAbbreviation: Investigación e Innovación educativa: 
Tendencias y Retos, Investigación e Innovación educativa: Tendencias y Retos. 
S.l.: Dykinson, pp. 756. ISBN 978-84-13-24590-4.  

 

HURTADO-BERMUDEZ, S. y ROMERO-ABRIO, A., [2020]. The effects of combining 
virtual laboratory and advanced technology research laboratory on university 
students’ conceptual understanding of electron microscopy. INTERACTIVE 
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS, ISSN 1049-4820. DOI 
10.1080/10494820.2020.1821716.  

Development and evaluation of a teaching-learning activity in 4th year Forensic Physics 
course of Degree in Criminology was based on different combinations of a virtual 
laboratory and a research laboratory as teaching spaces. Students explored in 
detail the components and functioning of an electron microscope using both an 
online suite of education tools and an advanced scanning electron microscope 
(SEM). The aim of this study was to analyse the impact of all combinations of 
both activities on students’ learning process, and to examine the effect on their 
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interest towards the subject. A blend of research and virtual laboratories have a 
higher significant impact on students’ achievements rather than each one 
separately, but the same is not true for student interest in scientific careers. These 
results confirm that the use of a research laboratory combined with a virtual one 
can have substantial benefits in improvement students’ knowledge about abstract 
and complex concepts. 

 

INFANTE RUIZ, F.J., 2020. Orden público y derechos humanos: un necesario diálogo 
para el oficio de civilista. En: journalAbbreviation: Conceptos multidimensionales 
del derecho, Conceptos multidimensionales del derecho. S.l.: Reus, pp. 133. ISBN 
978-84-290-2304-6.  

 

JULIO CAMARERO, J., GAZOL, A., SÁNCHEZ-SALGUERO, R., SANGUESA-
BARREDA, G., DÍAZ-DELGADO, R. y CASALS, P., 2020. Dieback and 
mortality of junipers caused by drought: Dissimilar growth and wood isotope 
patterns preceding shrub death. AGRICULTURAL AND FOREST 
METEOROLOGY, vol. 291. ISSN 0168-1923. DOI 
10.1016/j.agrformet.2020.108078.  

Drought-induced dieback episodes are globally reported among forest ecosystems but 
they have been understudied in scrublands. Chronically-stressed individuals are 
supposed to be more vulnerable prior to drought which triggers death. We 
analyzed drought-triggered dieback and mortality events affecting Mediterranean 
Juniperus phoenicea scrublands in two sites with contrasting climate and soil 
conditions located in Spain. We characterized the radial growth patterns of 
coexisting living and dead junipers, including the calculation of growth statistics 
used as early-warning signals, quantified growth response to climate, and 
analyzed the wood C and O isotope discrimination. In the inland, continental site 
with rocky substrates (Yaso), dead junipers grew less than living junipers about 
three decades prior to the dieback started in 2016. However, in the coastal, mild 
site with sandy soils (Doriana), dead junipers were smaller but grew more than 
living junipers about two decades before the dieback onset in 2005. The only 
common patterns between sites were the higher growth coherence in both living 
and dead junipers prior to the dieback, and the decrease in growth persistence of 
dead junipers. Cool and wet conditions in the prior winter and current spring, and 
cool summer conditions enhanced juniper growth. In Doriana, growth of living 
individuals was more reduced by warm July conditions than in the case of dead 
individuals. Higher delta C-13 values in Yaso indicate also more pronounced 
drought stress. In Yaso, dead junipers presented lower delta O-18 values, but the 
opposite occurred in Doriana suggesting different changes in stomatal 
conductance prior to death. Warm summer conditions enhance evapotranspiration 
rates and trigger dieback in this shallow-rooted species, particularly in sites with 
a poor water-holding capacity. Chronic, slow growth is not always a reliable 
predictor of drought-triggered mortality. 
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KUSHAWAH, G., HERNANDEZ-HUERTAS, L., ABUGATTAS-NUÑEZ DEL 
PRADO, J., MARTINEZ-MORALES, J.R., DEVORE, M.L., HASSAN, H., 
MORENO-SANCHEZ, I., TOMAS-GALLARDO, L., DIAZ-MOSCOSO, A., 
MONGES, D.E., GUELFO, J.R., THEUNE, W.C., BRANNAN, E.O., WANG, 
W., CORBIN, T.J., MORAN, A.M., SÁNCHEZ ALVARADO, A., MÁLAGA-
TRILLO, E., TAKACS, C.M., BAZZINI, A.A. y MORENO-MATEOS, M.A., 
2020. CRISPR-Cas13d induces efficient mrna knockdown in animal embryos. 
Developmental Cell [en línea], vol. 54, no. 6, pp. 805- 817.e7. DOI 
10.1016/j.devcel.2020.07.013.  

The development of mRNA knockdown technologies for use in vertebrate organisms 
such as zebrafish has been limited. Kushawah et al. establish CRISPR-RfxCas13d 
as an efficient, specific, cost-effective, and straightforward method for the 
systematic and tractable study of gene function in vivo during embryogenesis 
across a range of animal species. © 2020 Elsevier Inc.Early embryonic 
development is driven exclusively by maternal gene products deposited into the 
oocyte. Although critical in establishing early developmental programs, maternal 
gene functions have remained elusive due to a paucity of techniques for their 
systematic disruption and assessment. CRISPR-Cas13 systems have recently been 
employed to degrade RNA in yeast, plants, and mammalian cell lines. However, 
no systematic study of the potential of Cas13 has been carried out in an animal 
system. Here, we show that CRISPR-RfxCas13d (CasRx) is an effective and 
precise system to deplete specific mRNA transcripts in zebrafish embryos. We 
demonstrate that zygotically expressed and maternally provided transcripts are 
efficiently targeted, resulting in a 76% average decrease in transcript levels and 
recapitulation of well-known embryonic phenotypes. Moreover, we show that this 
system can be used in medaka, killifish, and mouse embryos. Altogether, our 
results demonstrate that CRISPR-RfxCas13d is an efficient knockdown platform 
to interrogate gene function in animal embryos.  

 

LALUEZA, J.-L. y MACÍAS-GÓMEZ-ESTERN, B., Border crossing. A service-
learning approach based on transformative learning and cultural-historical 
psychology (Cruzando la frontera. Una aproximacion al aprendizaje servicio 
desde el aprendizaje transformativo y la psicologia historico-cultural). CULTURE 
EDUCATION, ISSN 1135-6405. DOI 10.1080/11356405.2020.1792755.  

This article presents an empirical study on the notion ofborder crossingwithin 
participation in university service learning (SL) programmes. 
Takingtransformative learningand thecultural-historicalapproach as the 
conceptual referents, we analyse the field notes of students in their SL projects in 
Barcelona and Seville, geared at educational interventions with children from 
settings at risk of social exclusion. After categorizing the notes of 28 students, we 
focus on the references to otherness and conduct an in-depth analysis of the 
narratives of two students elicited by their active participation in the setting. Both 
cases reveal the importance of the interactive and emotional components of 
learning in the development of their own identity. 
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LARA UREÑA, N. y PASCUAL BRAVO, A., 2020. Papel de HIF1 y PHD3 en la 
microglía de la enfermedad de Alzheimer.  

 

LOPEZ-CABRALES, A. y VALLE-CABRERA, R., 2020. Sustainable HRM strategies 
and employment relationships as drivers of the triple bottom line. HUMAN 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT REVIEW, vol. 30, no. 3. ISSN 1053-4822. DOI 
10.1016/j.hrmr.2019.100689.  

This paper aims to develop a conceptual framework capable of analysing the 
contributions made by strategic human resources management (SHAM) to firm 
sustainability and competitiveness. Specifically, we identify different sustainable 
corporate strategies and the way in which they are supported by coherent 
sustainable HRM strategies. We propose different sustainable employment 
relationships considering two dimensions: inducements offered by an organisation 
and expected employee behaviours in order to comply with sustainable HRM 
strategies. All the above also necessitates a system of HRM practices (content of 
the employment relationship) that should be well defined and oriented towards 
sustainability. Accordingly, we suggest associations of specific systems of HRM 
practices, depending on the type of employment relationship and sustainable 
HRM strategy, in order to promote the expected `Triple Bottom Line’, and which 
also improve firm competitiveness. 

 

LÓPEZ-SÁNCHEZ, A.D., MOLINA, J., LAGUNA, M. y HERNÁNDEZ-DÍAZ, A.G.,. 
Optimizing abi-objectivevehicle routing problem that appears in industrial 
enterprises. EXPERT SYSTEMS, ISSN 0266-4720. DOI 10.1111/exsy.12638.  

In this paper, a new solution method is implemented to solve a bi-objective variant of the 
vehicle routing problem that appears in industry and environmental enterprises. 
The solution involves designing a set of routes for each day in a period, in which 
the service frequency is a decision variable. The proposed algorithm, a muti-start 
multi-objective local search algorithm (MSMLS), minimizes total emissions 
produced by all vehicles and maximizes the service quality measured as the 
number of times that a customer is visited by a vehicle in order to be served. The 
MSMLS is a neighbourhood-based metaheuristic that obtains high-quality 
solutions and that is capable of achieving better performance than other 
competitive algorithms. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm is able to perform 
rapid movements thanks to the easy representation of the solutions. 

 

LÓPEZ-SÁNCHEZ, A.D., SÁNCHEZ-ORO, J. y VIGO, D., 2020. Preface to the special 
issue on optimization in vehicle routing and logistics. Networks [en línea], vol. 76, 
no. 2, pp. 125-127. DOI 10.1002/net.21971.  

 

LOZANO-OYOLA, M. y SARASOLA FERNÁNDEZ, A., 2020. Time Banks Within the 
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Framework of the Collaborative Economy.: A Case Study. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Qualitative and quantitative models in socio-economics 
systems and social work, Qualitative and quantitative models in socio-economics 
systems and social work. S.l.: Springer, pp. 109. ISBN 978-3-030-18592-3.  

In recent decades we have witnessed the growth of a series of activities that are part of a 
new vision of the economy. We refer to the collaborative economy, extending its 
areas of action projects arising in different aspects such as holidays and 
accommodation, housing, mobility, finance, energy, information and 
communications technology, and exchange of goods and services. Within these 
areas we will focus on the banks of time, an initiative that has been consolidated 
in recent years, partly because of the situation of sustained global economic crisis. 
With time bank, citizens can achieve a number of benefits while covering part of 
their basic needs. Thus, we can say that shows economic benefits, both for the 
consumer who receives a service at a low price or free as part of the producer who 
provides the service. We also found emotional benefits users as time banks get to 
feel useful, to be part of the community, a sense of mutual aid is generated … also 
sometimes benefits arise in the environmental field. As a case study we will use 
the time bank Nervión-San Pablo de Sevilla. We chose this center for pioneering 
in the city of Seville and currently have the largest number of users. 

 

LUENGO LÓPEZ, J. y CASES SOLA, A., 2020. Crímenes privados a voces. Treinta 
años de violencia de mujeres en España (1902-1931). En: journalAbbreviation: 
Arbor: Ciencia, pensamiento y cultura, Arbor: Ciencia, pensamiento y cultura, 
vol. 196, no. 796, pp. 0. ISSN 0210-1963. 10.3989/arbor.2020.796n2005 

The present study explores crimes committed by women during the final years of the 
Restoration and the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera in Spain. The authors also 
analyse the space–discourse dichotomy of these actions, committed in the private 
sphere but quickly extrapolated to the public arena for sensationalist ends. Press 
cuttings, literary extracts and court rulings provide the sources for this study, 
which aims to examine in depth this blurred dividing line of dialectic action. 
Against the precepts defined by the prevailing discourse on the “female sex”, 
which pigeonholed women into the conceived notion of permanent weakness, 
beauty and lethargy, the transgression at the heart of the private sphere will be 
made public, showing that the fabricated idealisations of women had little to do 
with reality. 

 

LUIS SARASOLA, J., FABRIZIO MATURO y HOSKOVÁ MAYEROVÁ, S., 2020. 
Qualitative and quantitative models in socio-economics systems and social work. 
S.l.: Springer. ISBN 978-3-030-18592-3. 

The main purpose of this book is not only to present recent studies and advances in the 
field of social science research, but also to stimulate discussion on related practical 
issues concerning statistics, mathematics, and economics. Accordingly, a broad 
range of tools and techniques that can be used to solve problems on these topics 
are presented in detail in this book, which offers an ideal reference work for all 
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researchers interested in effective quantitative and qualitative tools. 

 

MATA, E.T. da y RODRIGUEZ CAMACHO, Á., 2020. Aulas abiertas. S.l.: Dykinson. 
ISBN 978-84-13-24686-4.  

 

MATUS-LÓPEZ, M. y GALLEGO MORÓN, N., 2020. Factores positivos en las 
trayectorias de las académicas e investigadoras argentinas. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Cuestiones de género: de la igualdad y la diferencia, 
Cuestiones de género: de la igualdad y la diferencia, no. 15, pp. 124. ISSN 1699-
597X. 10.18002/cg.v0i15.6174 

Before the proliferation of research on the causes of vertical segregation in the University, 
the empirical tradition of analyzing positive determinants in female trajectories 
has been smaller. The aim of this study consisted of deepening the experiences of 
the academics in order to describe the factors that facilitate the path to success in 
the academic and research career. For this purpose, semi-structured and in-depth 
interviews were conducted with female professors from a university in Argentina. 
The results show the importance of family factors (family support, existence of 
female models and ability of conciliation), along with other personal, group and 
institutional conditions. This work constitutes a previous diagnosis necessary for 
the design and application of equality measures. 

MENCHER, A., MORALES, P., VALERO, E., TRONCHONI, J., PATIL, K.R. y 
GONZALEZ, R., 2020. Proteomic characterization of extracellular vesicles 
produced by several wine yeast species. Microbial Biotechnology [en línea], vol. 
13, no. 5, pp. 1581-1596. DOI 10.1111/1751-7915.13614.  

In winemaking, the use of alternative yeast starters is becoming increasingly popular. 
They contribute to the diversity and complexity of wine sensory features and are 
typically used in combination with Saccharomyces cerevisiae, to ensure complete 
fermentation. This practice has drawn the interest on interactions between 
different oenological yeasts, which are also relevant in spontaneous and 
conventional fermentations, or in the vineyard. Although several interactions have 
been described and some mechanisms have been suggested, the possible 
involvement of extracellular vesicles (EVs) has not yet been considered. This 
work describes the production of EVs by six wine yeast species (S. cerevisiae, 
Torulaspora delbrueckii, Lachancea thermotolerans, Hanseniaspora uvarum, 
Candida sake and Metschnikowia pulcherrima) in synthetic grape must. 
Proteomic analysis of EV-enriched fractions from S. cerevisiae and T. delbrueckii 
showed enrichment in glycolytic enzymes and cell-wall-related proteins. The 
most abundant protein found in S. cerevisiae, T. delbrueckii and L. thermotolerans 
EV-enriched fractions was the enzyme exo-1,3-β-glucanase. However, this 
protein was not involved in the here-observed negative impact of T. delbrueckii 
extracellular fractions on the growth of other yeast species. These findings suggest 
that EVs may play a role in fungal interactions during wine fermentation and other 
aspects of wine yeast biology.  
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MOLINA, J.C., SALMERON, J.L., EGUIA, I. y RACERO, J., 2020. The heterogeneous 
vehicle routing problem with time windows and a limited number of resources. 
Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence, vol. 94. ISSN 0952-1976. DOI 
10.1016/j.engappai.2020.103745.  

This paper introduces the heterogeneous vehicle routing problem with time windows and 
a limited number of resources (HVRPTW-LR), a practical extension of the 
classical vehicle routing problem in which routes to be designed share common 
scarce resources. The HVRPTW-LR arises when a limited number of resources, 
such as vehicles, drivers, instruments, and so on, are available but are insufficient 
to serve all customers in a route planning. Therefore, the route design involves the 
selection of customers to be visited at each route and resources to be used. 
Applications to this problem are found in real services companies with high 
seasonal demand which attend to different types of works and have to decide on 
how to effectively manage their resources. For designing optimal routes, a 
hierarchical objective function is considered, maximizing the total number of 
served customers as the primary objective, and minimizing the travel costs as 
secondary. A mathematical model of linear programming is introduced to describe 
and understand all constraints clearly. The problem is first heuristically solved by 
a semi-parallel insertion heuristic. Then, solutions are improved by a hybrid 
variable neighborhood descent metaheuristic based on a Tabu Search algorithm 
for the exploration of the neighborhood and a holding list. Experiments are 
conducted on numerous sets of benchmark instances from the literature to evaluate 
the performance of the proposed algorithm. Results show that the algorithm 
proposed in this paper has a good performance and can be easily applied for 
solving numerous vehicle routing problem variants from the literature. A new set 
of benchmark cases for the HVRPTW-LR are also presented and solved. 

 

MOLINA-SOTOMAYOR, E., CASTILLO-QUEZADA, H., MARTINEZ-SALAZAR, 
C., GONZÁLEZ-ORB, M., ESPINOZA-SALINAS, A. y GONZÁLEZ-
JURADO, J.A., 2020. Effects of progressive resistance training on cognition and 
igf-1 levels in elder women who live in areas with high air pollution. 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND 
PUBLIC HEALTH, vol. 17, no. 17. DOI 10.3390/ijerph17176203. 

The aim of this study was to determine the effects of a muscular strength programme on 
the levels of insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and cognitive status in elder 
women with mild cognitive impairment who lived in areas of high air pollution. 
A total of 157 women participated in the study, distributed in four groups: 
Active/Clean (ACn= 38) and Active/Pollution (APn= 37), who carried out a 
progressive resistance training programme for 24 months, and Sedentary/Clean 
(SCn= 40) and Sedentary/Pollution (SPn= 42). Maximum strength in the upper 
and lower limbs (1RM), cognition (Mini-Mental Scale Examination (MMSE)) 
and blood IGF-1 were evaluated. At the beginning of the intervention, there were 
no differences between the groups in the assessed variables. The active groups 
which carried out the resistance training programme (AC and AP), registered 
better results in IGF-1 than the sedentary groups. These differences were 
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statistically significant in AC vs. SC (p< 0.01) and AP vs. SC (p< 0.05). Regarding 
MMSE, group AC registered the highest score increases (+8.2%) (significantly 
better than the other groups), while group SP worsened (-7%) significantly 
compared to the other three groups. In conclusion, resistance training had a 
positive effect on IGF-1, while sedentary behaviour and air pollution had a 
negative effect on cognitive status. 

 

MOREIRA, X., ABDALA-ROBERTS, L., GALMÁN, A., BARTLOW, A.W., BERNY-
MIER Y TERAN, J.C., CARRARI, E., COVELO, F., DE LA FUENTE, M., 
FERRENBERG, S., FYLLAS, N.M., HOSHIKA, Y., LEE, S.R., MARQUIS, 
R.J., NAKAMURA, M., NELL, C.S., PESENDORFER, M.B., STEELE, M.A., 
VÁZQUEZ-GONZÁLEZ, C., ZHANG, S. y RASMANN, S., 2020. Ontogenetic 
consistency in oak defence syndromes. Journal of Ecology [en línea], vol. 108, 
no. 5, pp. 1822-1834. DOI 10.1111/1365-2745.13376.  

Plant species allocate resources to multiple defensive traits simultaneously, often leading 
to so-called defence syndromes (i.e. suites of traits that are co-expressed across 
several species). While reports of ontogenetic variation in plant defences are 
commonplace, no study to date has tested for ontogenetic shifts in defence 
syndromes, and we know little about the ecological and evolutionary drivers of 
variation in plant defence syndromes across ontogeny. We tested for ontogenetic 
variation in plant defence syndromes by measuring a suite of defensive and 
nutritional traits on saplings and adult trees of 29 oak (Quercus, Fagaceae) species 
distributed across Europe, North America, and Asia. In addition, we investigated 
if these syndromes exhibited a phylogenetic signal to elucidate the nature of 
their macro-evolutionary variation, whether they were associated with levels of 
herbivore pressure and climatic conditions, and if any such evolutionary and 
ecological patterns were contingent on ontogeny. Our analyses revealed three 
distinct oak defence syndromes: the first included species with high defences, the 
second species with high defences and low nutrient levels, and the third species 
with high nutrients and thinner leaves. Interestingly, these defence syndromes 
remained virtually unchanged across the two ontogenetic stages sampled. In 
addition, our analyses indicated no evidence for a phylogenetic signal in oak 
syndromes, a result consistent across ontogenetic stages. Finally, with respect to 
ecological factors, we found no effect of climatic conditions on defences for either 
ontogenetic stage, whereas defence syndromes were associated with differing 
levels of herbivory in adults but not saplings suggesting an association between 
herbivore pressure and syndrome type that is contingent on ontogeny. Synthesis. 
Together, these findings indicate that defence syndromes remain remarkably 
consistent across oak ontogenetic stages, are evolutionarily labile, and while they 
appear unrelated to climate, they do appear to be associated with herbivory levels 
in an ontogenetic-dependent manner. Overall, this study builds towards a better 
understanding of ecological and evolutionary factors underlying multivariate 
plant defensive phenotypes. © 2020 British Ecological Society. 

 

MORELLI, F., BENEDETTI, Y. y DELGADO, J.D., 2020. A forecasting map of avian 
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roadkill-risk in Europe: a tool to identify potential hotspots. BIOLOGICAL 
CONSERVATION [en línea], vol. 249. ISSN 0006-3207. DOI 
10.1016/j.biocon.2020.108729. 

In this study, we propose a novel strategy for identifying potential hotspots of avian 
roadkills in Europe. The proposed approach combines information about the 
spatial distribution of bird species at a comparatively higher risk of roadkill with 
data on road density. First, using a large dataset collected from several European 
studies and reports, we extracted the frequency of occurrence of bird casualties 
for 209 breeding bird species recorded in roadkill events. We standardized the 
relative frequency of roadkill from 0 (species never recorded in bird casualties’ 
reports) to 1 (species with the higher number of roadkill’s), obtaining a continuous 
variable that indicates the potential risk of roadkill species by species. Second, 
using published data on the spatial distribution of breeding bird species in Europe, 
we calculated the cumulative risk of roadkill in each bird assemblages, by 
considering the sum of the values estimated for each species in the previous step. 
Third, we calculated the road density in each spatial unit. Finally, we elaborate a 
forecasting map of potential avian roadkill-risk across Europe, by combining the 
data on road density and cumulative roadkill risk of bird communities. The tool 
proposed can help to identify potential hotspots at different spatial scales where 
the risk of avian roadkill is high, offering the possibility to improve conservation 
measures in road planning. Briefly, the prediction of where there is aligned 
convergence between communities with highly ranked species and landscapes 
with dense road networks can be used in procedures modelling wildlife-car 
collisions, for transportation mitigation projects. 
 

MORELLI, F., BENEDETTI, Y., JERZAK, L., KUBECKA, J. y DELGADO, J.D., 2020. 
Combining the potential resilience of avian communities with climate change 
scenarios to identify areas of conservation concern. ECOLOGICAL 
INDICATORS, vol. 116. ISSN 1470-160X. DOI 10.1016/j.ecolind.2020.106509.  

This study aimed to investigate the match between breeding bird communities potential 
resilience and projections of climate change in Europe. Here we identified 
European regions with the most substantial projected impacts of climate change 
based on triangle temperature and triangle precipitation in the next 60 years, 
assessing the overlap with maps of potential bird community resilience. We 
combined data on the number of species and functional redundancy of avian 
communities, to calculate an index of potential community resilience. Finally, 
combining these three layers of information, we obtained unique large-scale 
evidence of differences in potential conservation threats in the continent. 
Approximately 3% of the continent could be exposed to a maximum risk of 
conservation concern (areas characterized by more significant changes in 
precipitation and temperatures and simultaneously by avian communities with the 
lower functional redundancy) by 2070, with a 31% exposed to high risks, and 23% 
of the continent facing potentially moderate risk. Our findings provide important 
information on the potential capacity of European breeding bird communities to 
reduce the negative impact of changes in climate (temperature and precipitation), 
as well as identifying those regions potentially facing higher conservation risks 
(e.g. Southern part of Western Europe and the Ural Mountains in Russia). 
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MORENO CABANILLAS, R., ANTONIO LÓPEZ y HERRERO SÁNCHEZ, M., 2020. 
Comunicación e imperio: la reforma del correo en Cartagena de Indias 1707-
1777 ¿Hacia un nuevo modelo de soberanía? Análisis histórico y diplomático. 

En el siglo XVIII se produjo un interés general en los imperios europeos ultramarinos por 
institucionalizar el sistema postal. La monarquía hispánica, bajo el paradigma de 
las reformas borbónicas, impulsó un proyecto de reforma del correo 
hispanoamericano con el objetivo de que las comunicaciones ultramarinas fuesen 
más organizadas y regulares. Sin embargo, estos planes de renovación se 
encontraron con límites y luchas de poder entre distintos agentes interesados en la 
circulación de la información. Ello se refleja en la administración de correos de 
Cartagena de Indias que era un núcleo fundamental para la Corona donde 
confluían estrategias e intereses de los distintos poderes locales y globales 
conformando una realidad poliédrica de la comunicación postal. Esta tesis 
doctoral analiza el papel del proyecto de reforma del correo en los planos 
sociopolítico, económico y administrativo de la Corona borbónica en el siglo 
XVIII, teniendo como objeto de estudio el caso específico de la implantación en 
la administración de correos de Cartagena de Indias. En esta investigación se 
analiza desde el punto de vista histórico y diplomático este organismo postal 
demostrando que dicha institución tenía agencia propia al constituir una de las 
principales herramientas de poder que moldeaba a los imperios y un órgano 
productor de documentos que refleja la estrecha relación entre gobierno e 
información, esto es, entre imperio y comunicación. 
 

MORENO CRESPO, P.A., FERRERAS-LISTÁN, M., SOLÍS-ESPALLARGAS, C. y 
MORENO FERNÁNDEZ, O., 2020. Los escape room como recurso didáctico en 
la educación formal. Análisis de concepciones del profesorado en formación. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Investigación e Innovación educativa: Tendencias y Retos, 
Investigación e Innovación educativa: Tendencias y Retos. S.l.: Dykinson, pp. 
340. ISBN 978-84-13-24590-4. 

 

MORENO, I., PARRADO-MARTINEZ, P. y TRUJILLO-PONCE, A., 2020. Economic 
crisis and determinants of solvency in the insurance sector: new evidence from 
Spain. ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE, vol. 60, no. 3, pp. 2965-2994. ISSN 0810-
5391. DOI 10.1111/acfi.12422. 

This paper analyses the factors that determine the solvency of insurance companies 
operating in Spain. The selected time span, from 2008 to 2015, encompasses a 
period of economic instability characterised by record low interest rates and low 
or even negative economic growth. Using a dynamic panel data model, we 
conclude that actual solvency margins are positively related to profitability, 
underwriting risk and a mutual-type organisation but inversely related to size, 
reinsurance use, longer-tailed business and life insurance specialisation. We also 
find that less concentrated markets and the context of an economic crisis decrease 
solvency margins. 
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MORENO-MENENDEZ, A.M., CASILLAS, J.C. y AGUSTI, M., [sin fecha]. 
Internationalization as Patterns of Change Over Time: A Configurational 
Analysis. GLOBAL BUSINESS REVIEW, ISSN 0972-1509. DOI 
10.1177/0972150920957275.  

The purpose of this article is to show that internationalization can be studied and 
described as different dynamic patterns in relation to the international evolution 
of firms by following a process approach. The article adopts a process approach 
jointly with a configuration-oriented perspective, to evaluate the strategy as a 
group of decisions instead of isolated and unrelated variables. Besides, a dynamic 
approach is incorporated in this study. For achieving the objective, we have 
studied the changes occurring in some of the variables involved in the 
internationalization process along a 4-year period (2002-2006). By means of a 
cluster analysis of the dynamic variables, seven different groups were identified 
and their external validity studied. The results obtained allow us to pose that the 
internationalization process cannot be generalized. A complex index and the 
consideration of evolution over time is a must. Besides, these patterns have been 
associated to different international status or profiles and to demographic 
variables, and show the existence of certain relationships between the 
internationalization status at a certain moment (static perspective) and its latter 
evolution (dynamic perspective). One of the key implications is the importance of 
understanding the internationalization process as a complex and interrelated 
decision. The fingerprints in such process should not be considered as isolated 
facts but as a part of a greater position. Despite the use of a similar methodology 
in other studies, this article is original in the introduction of the time (speed) 
approach to the configurational analysis of the internationalization process. 
 

MUELLER, J.C., CARRETE, M., BOERNO, S., KUHL, H., TELLA, J.L. y 
KEMPENAERS, B., 2020. Genes acting in synapses and neuron projections are 
early targets of selection during urban colonization. Molecular Ecology [en línea], 
vol. 29, no. 18, pp. 3403-3412. DOI 10.1111/mec.15451. 

When a species colonizes an urban habitat, differences in the environment can create 
novel selection pressures. Successful colonization will further lead to 
demographic perturbations and genetic drift, which can interfere with selection. 
Here, we test for consistent urban selection signals in multiple populations of the 
burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), a species that colonized South American 
cities just a few decades ago. We sequenced 213 owls from three urban-rural 
population pairs and performed a genome-wide comparison of urban against rural 
birds. We further studied genome-wide associations with flight initiation distance, 
a measure of harm avoidance in which urban and rural birds are known to differ. 
Based on four samples taken over nine years from one of the urban populations, 
we investigated temporal allele frequency changes. The genomic data were also 
used to identify urban-specific signatures of selective sweeps. Single genomic 
sites did not reach genome-wide significance for any association. However, a 
gene-set analysis on the strongest signals from these four selection scans suggests 
a significant enrichment of genes with known functions related to synapses and 
neuron projections. We identified 98 genes predominantly expressed in the brain, 
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of which many may play a role in the modulation of brain connectivity and 
consequently in cognitive function and motivational behaviour during 
urbanization. Furthermore, polymorphisms in the promoter region of the synaptic 
SERT gene – one of the two candidates known to correlate with urban 
colonization in birds – associated with the habitat in which individuals lived 
(urban vs. rural). © 2020 The Authors. Molecular Ecology published by John 
Wiley & Sons Ltd 
 

MUÑOZ FERNÁNDEZ, A. y LUENGO LÓPEZ, J., 2020. Creencias y disidencias: 
experiencias políticas, sociales, culturales y religiosas en la Historia de las 
Mujeres. S.l.: Comares. ISBN 978-84-13-69003-2.  

Cinco décadas de estudios sobre historia de las mujeres y de las relaciones de género nos 
han puesto de manifiesto la riqueza y complejidad que reviste este campo de 
estudio, cuyos postulados han de armonizar criterios de marginación y 
subordinación con poderosos frentes de presencia y de agencia femenina. El XIX 
Coloquio Internacional de la AEIHM pretendió reunir a investigadoras e 
investigadores nacionales e internacionales del campo de la Historia de las 
Mujeres y la Historia de Género para dirigir la mirada al ámbito de la tensión 
dialéctica que se observa entre los discursos, creencias y normas y las formas de 
agencia de las mujeres. Esta reunión científica proponía revisar esta temática a la 
luz de enfoques innovadores y bajo nuevas perspectivas. 
Más allá de la dialéctica acción-reacción, implícita en el enunciado Creencias y 
disidencias, buscamos sacar a la luz líneas de indagación que nos permitieran 
percibir, en el marco de relaciones complejas, cómo se articulan los discursos, las 
normas y las prácticas sociales de las mujeres dentro y fuera de las instituciones. 
Analizar las permanencias y los cambios, pero también las tensiones y las escalas 
en las que se inscriben los fenómenos de creencia -valga también decir de 
consolidación de estándares normativos, científicos, culturales, etc.- y de 
disidencia. 
En este libro se podrán seguir los resultados de esta reflexión enfocados desde 
cuatro ámbitos temáticos: ideologías y prácticas políticas; creencias y prácticas 
religiosas; cuerpos, saberes y experiencias; y normas, hábitos y prácticas sociales. 
Los ocho capítulos del primer volumen, en su día presentados como ponencias, se 
completan, en el segundo volumen publicado en CD, con otros treinta y tres 
estudios, presentados como comunicaciones al XIX Coloquio de la AEIHM. Las 
temáticas y contextos abordados nos remiten a un arco cronológico y temático 
muy diverso. 
 

MUÑOZ SÁNCHEZ, V.M., MANUEL PÉREZ FLORES, A., MANUEL LEAL 
SARAGOÇA, J., SAUDADE RODRÍGUEZ BALTAZAR, M. y JOAQUINA 
RAMOS, I., 2020. Análisis comparativo de consumidores de verduras y frutas 
ecológicas en España y Portugal. En: journalAbbreviation: Agricultura, Sociedad 
y Desarrollo, Agricultura, Sociedad y Desarrollo, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 299. ISSN 
1870-5472. 10.22231/asyd.v17i2.1346. 

Presently, new patterns of food consumption associated to the so-called organic foods 
have been detected. The spread of post-materialist values, ecological awareness, 
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environmental conservation, as well as the recent economic crisis that has 
impacted most European countries have fostered the emergence of new forms of 
consumption of organic products based on a model of sustainable production. In 
this context, the production and consumption of organic vegetables and fruits 
proves to be a strategy for quality in food consumption and also as a way of saving 
in the acquisition of fresh and healthy foods. The following scientific contribution 
makes a comparative descriptive statistical study of the sociodemographic 
characteristics of the different types of consumers of organic fruits and vegetables 
in Spain and Portugal. A description of the pro-environment practices in this 
typology of consumers is also shown. We resort to a quantitative strategy through 
the use of data that belongs to the ISSP Environment (2010, Portugal) and ISSP 
(2010, Spain) surveys. The technique used is the bivariate analysis and the tree 
segmentation analysis through the CHAID algorithm. The main results show the 
influence of education, income and environment in the characterization of the 
different types of consumers of organic fruits and vegetables in Spain and 
Portugal. 

 

MUÑOZ SÁNCHEZ, V.M., PÉREZ FLORES, A.M., LEAL SARAGOÇA, J.M., 
SAUDADE RODRÍGUEZ BALTAZAR, M. y RAMOS, I.J., 2020. Contexto de 
la innovación en la ruralidad española: el caso del Arrozal Andaluz. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Agricultura, Sociedad y Desarrollo, Agricultura, Sociedad y 
Desarrollo, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 276. ISSN 1870-5472. 10.22231/asyd.v17i2.1345 

This article presents a descriptive statistical analysis on the relationship of rice growing 
and the retention of the rural population on the territory in Spain. Data provided 
by FAOSTAT (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations), the 
National Statistics Institute (Instituto Nacional de Estadística, INE) and the 
Statistics and Cartography Institute of Andalusia were used. Results show that 
technological and non-technological innovation based on sustainable production 
has facilitated the increase in yield of paddy rice production, avoiding processes 
of rural depopulation in the municipalities of study. 

 

NARANJO ORELLANA, J. y NIETO JIMENEZ, C., 2020. Heart rate variability to 
assess the effect of sleep deprivation in mountain troops of the chilean army: a 
pilot study. En: journalAbbreviation: Archivos de medicina del deporte: revista 
de la Federación Española de Medicina del Deporte y de la Confederación 
Iberoamericana de Medicina del Deporte, Archivos de medicina del deporte: 
revista de la Federación Española de Medicina del Deporte y de la Confederación 
Iberoamericana de Medicina del Deporte, vol. 37, no. 195, pp. 18. ISSN 0212-
8799.  

Our objective was to identify the effect of sleep deprivation on a stress test simulating a 
military march, via changes in heart rate variability (HRV) in special mountain 
troops. Eight subjects from special mountain troops carried out a simulated march 
test on a treadmill. The incremental march testhad 7 stages of 3 minute duration 
at a constant velocity of 5 km/h and slopes of 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10 %. To assess 
the HRV, two heartbeat records were taken over 5 minutes in dorsal decubitus 
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position before and after the march test; the first sessiontook place without sleep 
deprivation, and the following day with sleep deprivation. 

 

NARANJO-FERNÁNDEZ, N., GUARDIOLA-ALBERT, C., AGUILERA, H., 
SERRANO-HIDALGO, C., RODRÍGUEZ-RODRÍGUEZ, M., FERNÁNDEZ-
AYUSO, A., RUIZ-BERMUDO, F. y MONTERO-GONZÁLEZ, E., 2020. 
Relevance of spatio-temporal rainfall variability regarding groundwater 
management challenges under global change: case study in Doñana (SW Spain). 
Stochastic Environmental Research and Risk Assessment [en línea], vol. 34, no. 
9, pp. 1289-1311. DOI 10.1007/s00477-020-01771-7. 

Rainfall is the major contribution for groundwater recharge in arid and semiarid climates, 
therefore a key factor in water resources estimation. This work presents the results 
of an in-depth study in Doñana National Park concerning groundwater recharge 
behavior over a long period (1975–2016). The spatio-temporal kriging algorithm 
was used as a supportive tool to improve the reconstruction of the spatio-temporal 
rainfall variability. One of the main findings was that monthly recharge 
estimations range between 21 and 91% of the maximum rainfall, being 
overestimated in areas that also demonstrate spatial heterogeneity in rainfall 
distribution. In the light of these results, for water management purposes in the 
Mediterranean area, rainfall spatio-temporal scale is a critical aspect and it must 
be taken into account in groundwater reservoir allocation. Moreover, it is 
highlighted that local studies of rainfall and recharge, in an area of high ecological 
fragility, are essential to developing management strategies that prevent climate 
change effects and guarantee optimal conditions for groundwater resources in the 
future. © 2020, Springer-Verlag GmbH Germany, part of Springer Nature. 
 

NUNEZ, J.F., FERNANDEZ, I., TORRES, A., GARCIA, S., MANZANET, P., 
CASANI, P. y SUAREZ-ARRONES, L., 2020. Strength Conditioning Program 
to Prevent Adductor Muscle Strains in Football: Does it Really Help Professional 
Football Players? INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESEARCH AND PUBLIC HEALTH, vol. 17, no. 17. DOI 
10.3390/ijerph17176408.  

Coaches at the professional level are often concerned about negative side effects from 
testing and intensive resistance training periods, and they are not willing to base 
their training prescriptions on data obtained from semiprofessional or amateur 
football players. Consequently, the purpose of this study was to analyze the 
reliability and effectiveness of two adductor injury active prevention programs 
using the adductor/abductor ratio and deficit between legs, on the basis of 
adduction-abduction power output during the exercises proposed, in professional 
football players. Forty-eight professional football players undertook 
complementary strength training for the adductor and abductor muscles in their 
dominant and non-dominant legs, once or twice a week throughout the playing 
season. The volume of the session was determined by the adductor/abductor ratio 
and the deficit between legs in the last session training measured. The number and 
severity of muscle injuries per 1000 h of exposure were recorded. Both prevention 
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programs showed a very low rate of adductor injury (0.27 and 0.07 injuries/1000 
h) with mild-to-moderate severity, maintaining a balance in percentage 
asymmetry between dominant and non-dominant legs for adductor (10.37%) and 
in the adductor/abductor ratio (0.92) in top professional football players 
throughout the season. The strength conditioning program proposed can help to 
prevent adductor muscle injuries in top professional football players. 

 

OLIVA BLÁZQUEZ, F., 2020. Reflexiones críticas sobre la utilidad de la nación de 
«orden público» como límite de la autonomía de la voluntad. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Conceptos multidimensionales del derecho, Conceptos 
multidimensionales del derecho. S.l.: Reus, pp. 152. ISBN 978-84-290-2304-6.  

 

OSORIO, M.L., CENTENO, E. y CAMBRA-FIERRO, J., 2020. A thematic exploration 
of human brands: literature review and agenda for future research. JOURNAL OF 
PRODUCT AND BRAND MANAGEMENT, vol. 29, no. 6, SI, pp. 695-714. ISSN 
1061-0421. DOI 10.1108/JPBM-02-2019-2274.  

Purpose The purpose of this study is threefold. First, human brands are conceptualized 
and the distinction between them and personal brands is established. Second, 
human-brand research is reviewed in light of a strategic brand management 
framework and gaps in the knowledge that may suggest new research pathways 
are identified. Third, the extent to which a brand management model designed for 
products could be applied to human brands is explored. 
Design/methodology/approach A systematic literature review was conducted in 
this study. The content analysis of the selected set of papers allowed the 
assessment of the state of this field of brand management and the identification of 
proposals for future research. Findings Substantial research exists on different 
aspects of human brands. However, these studies are fragmented in nature, thus 
highlighting the need for specific and complete human-brand management 
models. Research limitations/implications A limitation of this literature review is 
that it is based on a sample of papers collected by one specific criterion; 
furthermore, the way the papers were classified may be challenged. However, this 
study provides a comprehensive picture of studies on human brands available 
today. Originality/value A parsimonious distinction and connectivity between 
human and personal brands suggest a branding-by-individual continuum. 
Additionally, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this study is the first 
identifiable one that summarizes the growing literature on human brands, reveals 
important gaps in the knowledge and calls for the development of particular 
human-brand management models. 

 

OTO-PERALÍAS, D., 2020. Frontiers, warfare and economic geography: The case of 
Spain. Journal of Development Economics [en línea], vol. 146. DOI 
10.1016/j.jdeveco.2020.102511. 

This paper investigates the potential of frontiers to shape the economic geography of 
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countries. I focus on the case of Spain to explore how historical frontier warfare 
affects the colonization of the territory and the distribution of the population 
across the space. Exploiting a spatial discontinuity in military insecurity during 
the Christian colonization of central Spain in the Middle Ages, my findings 
suggest that medieval frontier warfare heavily conditioned the settlement of the 
territory, resulting in a sparse occupation of the space, low settlement density and 
high population concentration. These initial features of the colonization process 
were already visible in the early 16th century and have persisted to this day, with 
potential negative consequences for economic development.  

 

PAEZ-MALDONADO, J.A., REIGAL, R.E., MORILLO-BARO, J.P., CARRASCO-
BELTRAN, H., HERNANDEZ-MENDO, A. y MORALES-SANCHEZ, V., 
2020. Physical Fitness, Selective Attention and Academic Performance in a Pre-
Adolescent Sample. INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESEARCH AND PUBLIC HEALTH, vol. 17, no. 17. DOI 
10.3390/ijerph17176216.  

The purpose of the current study is to analyze the relationships between physical fitness, 
selective attention, and academic performance in pre-teens. The sample here 
consists of 135 participants between the ages of 10 and 12 (M = 11.05; SD=0.61), 
with 39.26% female (n= 53) and 60.74% male (n= 82) participants. Horizontal 
and vertical jump distances, speed, and cardio-respiratory fitness were evaluated 
to assess physical fitness. The d2 Test of Attention was used to evaluate selective 
attention. In addition, data were obtained regarding participant academic 
performance by analyzing the academic performance. The results show significant 
relationships between the measures analyzed, highlighting positive associations 
between physical fitness, cognitive functioning, and academic performance. Thus, 
participants who were fitter scored better on tests of attention (Z (133)= -4.07;p< 
0.00007, Cohen’sd= 0.75, 95% CI (0.39, 1.11)) and concentration (t(133)= -
3.84;p< 0.0007, Cohen’sd= 0.69, 95% CI (0.33, 1.05)), as well as having higher 
academic performance (Z(133)= -2.84;p< 0.0035, Cohen’sd= 0.39, 95% CI (0.04, 
0.75)). Cardiorespiratory fitness was the measure of physical fitness that best 
explained these relationships. The results suggest that maintaining and improving 
the physical fitness of children and adolescents may help their brain function 
develop better. 

 

PEIRÓ, T., LORENTE, L. y VERA, M., 2020. The covid-19 crisis: Skills that are 
paramount to build into nursing programs for future global health crisis. 
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health [en línea], 
vol. 17, no. 18, pp. 1-14. DOI 10.3390/ijerph17186532. 

The COVID-19 pandemic started at the end of 2019 and can be considered one of the 
most difficult health crises of the past century. It has had a devastating effect 
around the world, not only for public health, but also for the economy, labor 
market, and other facets of individual and societal life. Health systems have been 
put under high strain, and health professionals have experienced unusual and 
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stressful work circumstances. With the aim of drawing lessons for nursing 
education, the present study analyzed, during the weeks of peak infection in Spain, 
the stress experience and coping strategies of a sample of 403 nurses from the 
Spanish health system. Specifically, we analyzed how tenure, stress appraisal, 
problem-focused coping, and support-seeking coping predicted nurses’ awareness 
of their education needs, both in terms of technical-professional knowledge and 
skills and transversal skills. Structural equation modeling analysis revealed that 
more tenure (years of experience) was related to lower stress appraisal (workload, 
−0.12, p < 0.05; insufficient preparation, −0.33, p < 0.001; and fear of contagion 
−0.36, p < 0.001) and more problem focused coping (PFC) strategies were related 
to higher awareness of professional (0.18, p < 0.01) and transversal educational 
needs (0.17, p < 0.01) while support seeking strategies just related to transversal 
training needs (0.10, p < 0.05). Moreover, the participants provided valuable input 
about specific contents to be considered in future nursing education programs. 
Implications for redesigning the nursing degree curriculum are analyzed in the 
discussion section. © 2020 by the authors. Licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland. 
 

PERES COSTA, J.C.C., FLORIANO, B., BASCÓN VILLEGAS, I.M., RODRIGUEZ-
RUIZ, J.P., POSADA-IZQUIERDO, G.D., ZURERA, G. y PEÉEZ-
RODRIGUEZ, F., 2020. Study of the microbiological quality, prevalence of 
foodborne pathogens and product shelf-life of Gilthead sea bream (Sparus aurata) 
and Sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax) from aquaculture in estuarine ecosystems of 
Andalusia (Spain). FOOD MICROBIOLOGY, vol. 90. ISSN 0740-0020. DOI 
10.1016/j.fm.2020.103498.  

This study was aimed at characterizing microbiologically Gilthead sea bream (Sparus 
aurata) and Sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax) produced in two estuarine ecosystems 
in Andalusia (Spain): the estuary of the river Guadalquivir (La Puebla del Rio, 
Sevilla) (A), and the estuary of the river Guadiana (Ayamonte, Huelva) (B). The 
collected fish individuals and water were analysed for hygiene indicator 
microorganisms and pathogens. The statistical analysis of results revealed that 
microbial counts for the different microbiological parameters were not statistically 
different for fish type. On the contrary, considering anatomic part, viscera showed 
significantly higher concentrations for Enterobacteriaceae, total coliforms and for 
Staphylococcus spp. coagulase +. Furthermore, location A showed in water and 
fish higher levels for lactic acid bacteria, aerobic mesophilic bacteria, 
Enterobacteriaceae, total coliforms and Staphylococcus spp. coagulase +. Neither 
Listeria monocytogenes, nor Salmonella spp. were detected, though Vibrio 
parahaemolyticus was identified, molecularly, in estuarine water in location B. 
The predictive analysis demonstrated that the initial microbiological quality could 
have an impact on product shelf-life, being longer for location B, with better 
microbiological quality. Results stress the relevance of preventing the 
microbiological contamination of water in estuary production systems in order to 
assure the quality and safety of Gilthead sea bream and Sea bass. 

 

PÉREZ LEÓN, V.E., PEREZ, F., CONTRERAS RUBIO, I. y GUERRERO, F.M., [sin 
fecha]. An approach to the travel and tourism competitiveness index in the 
Caribbean region. INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF TOURISM RESEARCH, 
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ISSN 1099-2340. DOI 10.1002/jtr.2411.  
This study aims to propose an index for measuring tourism destination 
competitiveness in the Caribbean Region. The application purpose is to fill the 
absence of Caribbean destinations in international rankings. Thirty three 
destinations and 27 indicators were considered, grouped into the 4 sub-indexes of 
the Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Index. The application was based on 
Goal Programming and Data Envelopment Analysis. Four dimensional rankings 
and a global rank were established as a useful tool for policy makers. The results 
demonstrate the proposal’s explanatory power and methodological improvements 
in building composite indicators to measure the competitiveness of destinations. 
 

QUILES GARCÍA, F., GARCÍA BERNAL, J.J., BROGGIO, P. y FAGIOLO, M., 2020. 
A la luz de Roma. Santos y santidad en el barroco iberoamericano: Volumen I. 
La capital pontificia en la construcción de la santidad. S.l.: Roma Tre-Press : 
Universidad Pablo de Olavide. ISBN 978-84-09-23448-6.  

Primer volumen dedicado al lugar que Roma ocupó en la definición del nuevo santoral 
católico a partir de los dictados tridentinos. Artículos en español, italiano o inglés 
 

QUILES GARCÍA, F. y RODRÍGUEZ MATEO, J., 2020. No embalo da rede.: Trocas 
culturais, história e geografia artística do Barroco na América Portuguesa. S.l.: 
Renata Maria De Almeida Martins : Luciano Migliaccio. ISBN 978-84-09-23433-
2. 

A transculturação e a miscigenação são entendidas como fenômenos constantes e 
característicos da cultura global, marcadamente desde a época dos primeiros 
contatos entre europeus e outras civilizações, em particular da experiência social 
americana da época colonial, na esteira da reflexão metodológica elaborada por 
historiadores como Serge Gruzinski e Gauvin Bailey. De fato, não seria possível 
atribuir sentido a cada manifestação se não desde o ponto de vista de cada ator 
dependendo da sua localização no contexto global. Cada cultura, ainda que de 
forma e com intensidade diferente, é separada da sua própria tradição e entra num 
processo de transformação em que o significado de cada elemento é redefinido em 
relação ao reflexo de fatores globais na situação local. 

 

RAHMAN, M., RODRÍGUEZ-SERRANO, M.Á. y HUGHES, M., [sin fecha]. Does 
advertising productivity affect organizational performance? Impact of market 
conditions. BRITISH JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT, ISSN 1045-3172. DOI 
10.1111/1467-8551.12432. 

Advertising is crucial in influencing customers’ perceptions and purchase intentions, and 
numerous studies have investigated whether advertising expenditure has any 
significant impact on financial performance. A thorough understanding remains 
elusive: while several studies document a positive impact, others report that 
advertising has either a negative or a statistically insignificant effect. Three flaws 
among existing studies are responsible for this problem: bundling advertising with 
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other forms of marketing, the inadequacy of expenditure as a measure and a failure 
to consider contingencies. Deviating from earlier studies, we examine the effect 
ofadvertising productivityon firm performance rather than the impact of 
theabsoluteamount of advertisingexpenditure. Moreover, adopting a contingency 
approach, we evaluate how market conditions of market dynamism, market 
complexity and market munificence moderate the relationship between 
advertising productivity and organizational performance. Drawing a multi-
industry sample from the USA, this study demonstrates that advertising 
productivity has a positive impact on capital market-based performance measures, 
conditional on market conditions. We reveal new insights into when, why and to 
what extent advertising contributes (or not) to organizations’ financial 
performance. 
 

RAMIREZ-CAMPILLO, R., CASTILLO, D., RAYA-GONZÁLEZ, J., MORÁN, J., 
SÁEZ DE VILLARREAL, E. y LLOYD, R.S., [sin fecha]. Effects of plyometric 
jump training on jump and sprint performance in young male soccer players: a 
systematic review and meta-analysis. SPORTS MEDICINE, ISSN 0112-1642. 
DOI 10.1007/s40279-020-01337-1.  

Background Even from a young age, modern soccer requires high levels of physical 
fitness development, particularly jumping and sprinting. Plyometric jump training 
(PJT), combined with young athletes’ regular soccer sessions, has the potential to 
improve jumping and sprinting. However, studies exploring the effects of PJT are 
generally limited by small sample sizes. This problem of underpowered studies 
may, thus, be resolved by pooling study results in a meta-analysis. Objective The 
objective of this systematic review with meta-analysis (SRMA) was to assess the 
effects of plyometric jump training (PJT) on jumping and sprinting among young 
male soccer players. Methods The SRMA included peer-reviewed articles that 
incorporated PJT in healthy players (i.e., < 23 years of age), a control group, and 
a measure of jumping or sprinting. Means and standard deviations of outcomes 
were converted to Hedges’geffect sizes (ES), using the inverse variance random-
effects model. Moderator analyses were conducted for PJT duration, frequency, 
total number of sessions, participants’ chronological age, and FIFA age categories 
(i.e., U-17 vs. U-20 vs. U-23). A multivariate random-effects meta-regression was 
also conducted. Results Thirty-three studies were included, comprising 1499 
participants. PJT improved vertical jump tests (ES = 0.60-0.98; allp < 0.01) and 
linear sprint performance (ES = 0.60-0.98; p < 0.03). Interventions of > 7 weeks 
and > 14 PJT sessions induced greater effects compared to PJT with <= 7 weeks 
and <= 14 total sessions on 10-m sprint performance (between groupp = 0.038). 
Conclusion PJT is effective in improving jumping and sprinting performance 
among young male soccer players. Greater 10-m linear sprinting improvements 
were noted after interventions > 7-week duration and > 14 sessions, suggesting a 
greater return from exposure to longer PJT interventions, partially in support for 
the adoption of a long-term approach to athletic development in young athletes. 
However, with reference to the findings of the meta-regression, and those from 
the remaining subgroup and single factors analysis, a robust confirmation 
regarding the moderator role of participant’s age or PJT configuration effects on 
young soccer player’s fitness qualities needed. 
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RAMON AVILES-MORENO, J., GAMEZ, F., BERDEN, G., MARTENS, J., 
OOMENS, J. y MARTINEZ-HAYA, B., 2020. Multipodal coordination and 
mobility of molecular cations inside the macrocycle valinomycin. PHYSICAL 
CHEMISTRY CHEMICAL PHYSICS, vol. 22, no. 35, pp. 19725-19734. ISSN 
1463-9076. DOI 10.1039/d0cp02996c. 

The macrocycle valinomycin displays an outstanding ability in cation binding and 
carriage across hydrophobic environments (e.g., cell membranes) and constitutes 
a central landmark for the design of novel ionophores for the regulation of 
biochemical processes. Most previous investigations have focused on the capture 
of metal cations (primarily K+). Here, we address the versatility of valinomycin 
in the encapsulation of molecular ions of small and moderate size, with NH 
(4)(+)and H(4)PO(4)(+)as case studies. A combination of infrared action 
vibrational spectroscopy and quantum chemical computations of molecular 
structure and dynamics is employed with the two-fold aim of assessing the 
dominant H-bonding coordination networks in the complexes and of 
characterizing the positional and rotational freedom of the guest cations inside the 
cavity of the macrocycle. Valinomycin binds NH (4) (+)with only moderate 
distortion of theC(3)configuration adopted in the complexes with the metal 
cations. The ammonium cation occupies the center of the cavity and displays two 
low-energy coordination arrangements that are dynamically connected through a 
facile rotation of the cation. The inclusion of the bulkier phosphoric acid cation 
demands significant stretching of the valinomycin backbone. Interestingly, the 
H(4) PO(4)(+)cation achieves ample positional and rotational mobility inside 
valinomycin. The valinomycin backbone is capable of adopting barrel-like 
configurations when the cation occupies a region close to the center of the cavity, 
and funnel-like configurations when it diffuses to positions close to the exit face. 
This can accommodate the cation in varying coordination arrangements, 
characterized by different H-bonding between the four POH arms and the ester 
carbonyl groups of the macrocycle. 

 

RIQUELME, A., BENNETT, L.J., COURTIER, N.E., WOLF, M.J., CONTRERAS-
BERNAL, L., WALKER, A.B., RICHARDSON, G. y ANTA, J.A., 2020. 
Identification of recombination losses and charge collection efficiency in a 
perovskite solar cell by comparing impedance response to a drift-diffusion model. 
NANOSCALE, vol. 12, no. 33, pp. 17385-17398. ISSN 2040-3364. DOI 
10.1039/d0nr03058a.  

Interpreting the impedance response of perovskite solar cells (PSCs) is significantly more 
challenging than for most other photovoltaics. This is for a variety of reasons, of 
which the most significant are the mixed ionic-electronic conduction properties of 
metal halide perovskites and the difficulty in fabricating stable, and reproducible, 
devices. Experimental studies, conducted on a variety of PSCs, produce a variety 
of impedance spectra shapes. However, they all possess common features, the 
most noteworthy of which is that they have at least two features, at high and low 
frequency, with different characteristic responses to temperature, illumination and 
electrical bias. The impedance response has commonly been analyzed in terms of 
sophisticated equivalent circuits that can be hard to relate to the underlying 
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physics and which complicates the extraction of efficiency-determining 
parameters. In this paper we show that, by a combination of experiment and drift-
diffusion (DD) modelling of the ion and charge carrier transport and 
recombination within the cell, the main features of common impedance spectra 
are well reproduced by the DD simulation. Based on this comparison, we show 
that the high frequency response contains all the key information relating to the 
steady-state performance of a PSC,i.e.it is a signature of the recombination 
mechanisms and provides a measure of charge collection efficiency. Moreover, 
steady-state performance is significantly affected by the distribution of mobile 
ionic charge within the perovskite layer. Comparison between the electrical 
properties of different devices should therefore be made using high frequency 
impedance measurements performed in the steady-state voltage regime in which 
the cell is expected to operate. 
 

RODRÍGUEZ ROJO, J., 2020. Maquinaria, ordenadores y superación del capital. Una 
aproximación crítica al ciber-comunismo. En: journalAbbreviation: 
Teknokultura, Teknokultura, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 120. ISSN 1549-2230. 
10.5209/tekn.68540 

This article provides a critical assessment of the cyber-communist proposal mainly 
defended today by authors such as Cockshott, Cottrell and Nieto. We will analyze 
whether computing offers the necessary elements to carry out a revolution in the 
conditions of production, that may leave behind the mercantile and fetishized 
forms we seem to require today to satisfy our needs. To that end, we examined it 
in the light of the developments that Marxist criticism of political economy offers 
about how the capitalist mode of production overcomes itself. The core of the 
argument will be limited to discerning to what extent and in what sense cyber-
technology manages to deepen the changes that Marx identified with the 
introduction of machinery as a form of extraction of relative surplus value. 
 

RODRÍGUEZ-PRIETO, R., 2020. Mecanismos de explotación en el capitalismo digital. 
Modelos de plusvalía en Red. En: journalAbbreviation: Teknokultura, 
Teknokultura, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 140. ISSN 1549-2230. 10.5209/tekn.69454 

El pensamiento materialista nos ha dotado de herramientas muy útiles para el análisis de 
los procesos sociales. La plusvalía ha sido uno de los hallazgos más relevantes al 
desvelar los procedimientos de acumulación del capital y la explotación. En la 
actualidad, la plusvalía se ha ido transformado y adaptando a un ‘nuevo territorio 
virtual’ que ofrece Internet. En este artículo se distinguen dos modos de plusvalía 
en Red. Se analizan tanto aquella que procede de los datos y su expresión, 
especialmente, en las redes sociales y aquella que se obtiene gracias a la economía 
colaborativa. El artículo propone no solo su identificación y crítica, sino el uso de 
la producción socialmente útil y, por tanto, la democratización de la producción 
como herramientas para contrarrestarlas. 

 

RODRIGUEZ-ROSELL, D., YANEZ-GARCIA, J.M., SÁNCHEZ-MEDINA, L., 
MORA-CUSTODIO, R. y GONZÁLEZ-BADILLO, J.J., 2020. Relationship 
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between velocity loss and repetitions in reserve in the bench press and back squat 
exercises. JOURNAL OF STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING RESEARCH, vol. 
34, no. 9, pp. 2537-2547. ISSN 1064-8011. DOI 
10.1519/JSC.0000000000002881.  

Rodriguez-Rosell, D, Yanez-Garcia, JM, Sanchez-Medina, L, Mora-Custodio, R, and 
Gonzalez-Badillo, JJ. Relationship between velocity loss and repetitions in 
reserve in the bench press and back squat exercises. J Strength Cond Res34(9): 
2537-2547, 2020-This study aimed to compare the pattern of repetition velocity 
decline during a single set to failure performed against 4 relative loads in the bench 
press (BP) and full back squat (SQ) exercises. After an initial test to determine 1 
repetition maximum (1RM) strength and load-velocity relationships, 20 men 
performed one set of repetitions to failure (MNR test) against loads of 50, 60, 70, 
and 80% 1RM in BP and SQ, on 8 random order sessions performed every 6-7 
days. Velocity against the load that elicited a similar to 1.00 m center dot s (-1)(V1 
m center dot s(-1)load) was measured before and immediately after each MNR 
test, and it was considered a measure of acute muscle fatigue. The number of 
repetitions completed against each relative load showed high interindividual 
variability in both BP (coefficient of variation [CV]: 15-22%) and SQ (CV: 26-
34%). Strong relationships were found between the relative loss of velocity in the 
set and the percentage of performed repetitions in both exercises (R-2= 0.97 and 
0.93 for BP and SQ, respectively). Equations to predict repetitions left in reserve 
from velocity loss are provided. For a given magnitude of velocity loss within the 
set (15-65%), the percentages of performed repetitions were lower for the BP 
compared with the SQ for all loads analyzed. Acute fatigue after each set to failure 
was found dependent on the magnitude of velocity loss (r= 0.97 and 0.99 for BP 
and SQ, respectively) but independent of the number of repetitions completed by 
each participant (p> 0.05) for both exercises. The percentage of velocity loss 
against the V1 m center dot s (-1)load decreased as relative load increased, being 
greater for BP than SQ. These findings indicate that monitoring repetition velocity 
can be used to provide a very good estimate of the number (or percentage) of 
repetitions actually performed and those left in reserve in each exercise set, and 
thus to more objectively quantify the level of effort incurred during resistance 
training. 

 

ROJANO ORTEGA, D., 2020. La fuerza media de impacto en el aterrizaje de un salto 
vertical y su relación con el riesgo de las lesiones. En: journalAbbreviation: 
Revista Española de Educación Física y Deportes: REEFD, Revista Española de 
Educación Física y Deportes: REEFD, no. 429, pp. 30. ISSN 1133-6366. 

The aim of the present study is to analyze the average vertical ground reaction force 
produced in the landing phase of a vertical jump and its relationship with thepeak 
forces, the time they appear and the length of the impact absorption phase. 
25semiprofessional soccer players made five countermovement jumps over a 
KistlerQuattro Jump force plate with a sample rate of 500 Hz. The following 
variableswere measured: flight height, first peak force, time to first peak force, 
second peakforce, time to second peak force, length of the impact absorption 
phase and averageforce during the impact absorption phase. Bivariate correlations 
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between all thevariables were carried out. Results showed that a larger time to 
second peak forcedecreases second peak force, which according to most authors 
should also decrease injuries risk. However, this could also increase first peak 
force but it seems tobe less harmful because it is normally of a lower value. The 
fact that we have notfound any relationship between the second peak force and 
the average force couldput into question the traditional belief that the second peak 
force in the landingphase of a vertical jump is the most important factor related to 
injuries. 

 

RUIZ-ARAGÓN, J., GANI, R., MÁRQUEZ, S. y ALVAREZ, P., 2020. Estimated cost-
effectiveness and burden of disease associated with quadrivalent cell-based and 
egg-based influenza vaccines in Spain. Human Vaccines and Immunotherapeutics 
[en línea], vol. 16, no. 9, pp. 2238-2244. DOI 10.1080/21645515.2020.1712935. 

Influenza is a viral respiratory disease that causes significant clinical and economic 
burden globally. Quadrivalent influenza vaccine (QIV) is frequently used to 
protect people who have a high-risk of developing influenza complications due to 
comorbidities. QIV offers protection against influenza A (A/H1N1 and H3N2) 
and B (B/Victoria, and B/Yamagata) strains. The European Medicines Agency 
has recently approved a cell-based QIV (QIVc) in people aged over 9 years old. 
QIVc has been shown to be more effective at preventing influenza than traditional 
egg-based QIV (QIVe). In this study, we use a health economic model adapted to 
Spain to assess the costs and outcomes associated with using QIVc instead of 
QIVe in people aged 9–64 at high-risk of complications. Observed vaccine 
coverage of 32% in the 9–17 age group, 17% in those aged 18–59, and 22% for 
ages 60–64 was used in the analysis. In total, 2.5 million people were vaccinated 
in the simulations. Using QIVc instead of QIVe was associated with 16,221fewer 
symptomatic cases, 4,522 fewer primary care visits, 1,015 fewer emergency room 
visits and 88 fewer hospitalizations. From a societal perspective, QIVc was more 
effective and less expensive compared to QIVe, leading to a cost-saving of €3.4 
million. From a public payer perspective, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio 
for QIVc vs QIVe was €12,852 per QALY gained. In conclusion, QIVc offers a 
cost-effective alternative to QIVe and should be considered as an alternative 
vaccine to QIVe for people aged 9–64 at high-risk of influenza complications in 
Spain. 

 

SABARIEGO, J. y SOLA MORALES, S., 2020. Tecnopolítica, recientes movimientos 
sociales globales e Internet. Una década de protestas ciudadanas. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Teknokultura, Teknokultura, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 203. ISSN 
1549-2230. 10.5209/tekn.66241 

This work aims to problematize the links between technology and politics as a 
differentiating element in the definition of recent global social movements 
(RMSG). This category is proposed from a new scientific discipline: 
technopolitics. The citizen protests that emerged in 2011 cannot be understood 
without the role played by the Internet, social media and private messaging 
services. These digital tools were key in its strategic, and identity configuration. 
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With the aim to go beyond the theory of social movements that has dominated in 
recent decades, the epistemic category of RMSG is proposed. In this article, by 
means of a qualitative methodology, the foundation of this new concept is 
analyzed. The main conclusion which has been reached is that RMSG have in 
common a series of generational, digital and global components and 
technopolitics is essential to analyze them. 

 

SAMRAOUI, B., BOUHALA, Z., RUIZ GARCIA, A., MÁRQUEZ-RODRIGUEZ, J., 
FERRERAS-ROMERO, M., EL-SEREHY, H.A. y SAMRAOUI, F., 2020. 
Trichoptera and plecoptera of the seybouse river, northeast algeria: distribution, 
phenology and new records. ZOOTAXA, vol. 4845, no. 4, pp. 552-564. ISSN 
1175-5326. DOI 10.11646/zootaxa.4845.4.5.  

The stoneflies and caddisflies of North Africa are still poorly known as vast areas of 
Algeria have yet to be investigated. A survey of the macroinvertebrates of the 
Seybouse River, northeast Algeria, was carried out from July 2014 to December 
2016. Three species of stoneflies (Capnopsis schilleri, Capnioneura petitpierreae, 
and Tyrrhenoleuctra tangerina) and five taxa of caddisflies (Mesophylax aspersus, 
Hydropsyche maroccana, H. resmineda, H. artax/lobata, and H. gr. pellucidula) 
were identified. All taxa are new records to the Seybouse River and seven of them 
are new to northeastern Algeria. A multivariate analysis indicated that the 
Hydropsychidae exhibited a clear longitudinal gradient along the Seybouse River 
while Mesophylax aspersus seemed adapted to species-poor, intermittent streams. 
Further investigations of the stoneflies and caddisflies may inform conservation 
efforts and will prove useful to monitor the Seybouse River and similarly 
threatened North African rivers and streams. 

 

SÁNCHEZ MELLADO, M., 2020. Dibujando la revolución rusa: Una historia 
revolucionaria a través de las viñetas de la prensa madrileña. En: 
journalAbbreviation: Revista internacional de Historia de la Comunicación, 
Revista internacional de Historia de la Comunicación, no. 14, pp. 262. ISSN 
2255-5129. 10.12795/RiHC.2020.i14.11 

With the aim of understanding what image of the Russian revolution published the 
newspapers of Madrid, this article studies the cartoons of the Madrid press about 
Russia printed throughout 1917. For this purpose, a content analysis of 84 cartoons 
published since the outbreak of the first revolution (February in Russia, March in 
Spain) until the end of the year in nine newspapers, liberals and conservatives, has 
been carried out, finding that the Spanish cartoonists linked Russian revolution 
with Spanish reality and emphasized, among all the revolutionary events, the 
abdication of the tsar Nicholas II and Russia’s participation in the First World 
War. 
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SARASOLA, J.L., ANDRADA, A. y BARRERA ALGARÍN, E., 2020. Mourning 
Protocols in Nursing Homes. En: journalAbbreviation: Qualitative and 
quantitative models in socio-economics systems and social work, Qualitative and 
quantitative models in socio-economics systems and social work. S.l.: Springer, 
pp. 16. ISBN 978-3-030-18592-3.  

This research discusses the topic of mourning in the nursing home environment and how 
the existence or non-existence of a mourning protocol can modify or not the 
quality of the work in this sector. To demonstrate it we have surveyed 58 nursing 
home workers of differents ages, from different locations and with different 
specialities 

 

SERUGGIA, D., FERNANDEZ, A., CANTERO, M., FERNÁNDEZ-MINAN, A., LUIS 
GÓMEZ-SKARMETA, J., PELCZAR, P. y MONTOLIU, L., 2020. Boundary 
sequences flanking the mouse tyrosinase locus ensure faithful pattern of gene 
expression. SCIENTIFIC REPORTS, vol. 10, no. 1. ISSN 2045-2322. DOI 
10.1038/s41598-020-72543-0. 

Control of gene expression is dictated by cell-type specific regulatory sequences that 
physically organize the structure of chromatin, including promoters, enhancers 
and insulators. While promoters and enhancers convey cell-type specific 
activating signals, insulators prevent the cross-talk of regulatory elements within 
adjacent loci and safeguard the specificity of action of promoters and enhancers 
towards their targets in a tissue specific manner. Using the mouse tyrosinase (Tyr) 
locus as an experimental model, a gene whose mutations are associated with 
albinism, we described the chromatin structure in cells at two distinct 
transcriptional states. Guided by chromatin structure, through the use of 
Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C), we identified sequences at the 5 ` and 
3 ` boundaries of this mammalian gene that function as enhancers and insulators. 
By CRISPR/Cas9-mediated chromosomal deletion, we dissected the functions of 
these two regulatory elements in vivo in the mouse, at the endogenous 
chromosomal context, and proved their mechanistic role as genomic insulators, 
shielding the Tyr locus from the expression patterns of adjacent genes. 
 

SHI, Y., DELGADO-BAQUERIZO, M., LI, Y., YANG, Y., ZHU, Y.-G., PEÑUELAS, 
J. y CHU, H., 2020. Abundance of kinless hubs within soil microbial networks are 
associated with high functional potential in agricultural ecosystems. Environment 
International [en línea], vol. 142. DOI 10.1016/j.envint.2020.105869. 

Microbial taxa within complex ecological networks can be classified by their universal 
roles based on their level of connectivity with other taxa. Highly connected taxa 
within an ecological network (kinless hubs) are theoretically expected to support 
higher levels of ecosystem functions than less connected taxa (peripherals). 
Empirical evidence of the role of kinless hubs in regulating the functional potential 
of soil microbial communities, however, is largely unexplored and poorly 
understood in agricultural ecosystems. Here, we built a correlation network of 
fungal and bacterial taxa using a large-scale survey consisting of 243 soil samples 
across functionally and economically important agricultural ecosystems (wheat 
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and maize); and found that the relative abundance of taxa classified as kinless 
hubs within the ecological network are positively and significantly correlated with 
the abundance of functional genes including genes for C fixation, C degradation, 
C methanol, N cycling, P cycling and S cycling. Structural equation modeling of 
multiple soil properties further indicated that kinless hubs, but not provincial, 
connector or peripheral taxa, had direct significant and positive relationships with 
the abundance of multiple functional genes. Our findings provide novel evidence 
that the relative abundance of soil taxa classified as kinless hubs within microbial 
networks are associated with high functional potential, with implications for 
understanding and managing (through manipulating microbial key species) 
agricultural ecosystems at a large spatial scale. © 2020 The Author(s) 
 

SIMON, C., GOMEZ, C., CABANILLAS, S., VLADIMIROV, I., CASTILLON, G., 
GILES, J., BOYNUKALIN, K., FINDIKLI, N., BAHCECI, M., ORTEGA, I., 
VIDAL, C., FUNABIKI, M., IZQUIERDO, A., LOPEZ, L., PORTELA, S., 
FRANTZ, N., KULMANN, M., TAGUCHI, S., LABARTA, E., COLUCCI, F., 
MACKENS, S., SANTAMARIA, X., MUNOZ, E., BARRERA, S., GARCIA-
VELASCO, J.A., FERNANDEZ, M., FERRANDO, M., RUIZ, M., MOL, B.W., 
VALBUENA, D. y GRP, E.-R.S.C., 2020. A 5-year multicentre randomized 
controlled trial comparing personalized, frozen and fresh blastocyst transfer in 
IVF. REPRODUCTIVE BIOMEDICINE ONLINE, vol. 41, no. 3, pp. 402-415. 
ISSN 1472-6483. DOI 10.1016/j.rbmo.2020.06.002. 

Does clinical performance of personalized embryo transfer (PET) guided by endometrial 
receptivity analysis (ERA) differ from frozen embryo transfer (FET) or fresh 
embryo transfer in infertile patients undergoing IVF? Design: Multicentre, open-
label randomized controlled trial; 458 patients aged 37 years or younger 
undergoing IVF with blastocyst transfer at first appointment were randomized to 
PET guided by ERA, FET or fresh embryo transfer in 16 reproductive clinics. 
Results: Clinical outcomes by intention-to-treat analysis were comparable, but 
cumulative pregnancy rate was significantly higher in the PET (93.6%) compared 
with FET (79.7%) (P = 0.0005) and fresh embryo transfer groups (80.7%) (P = 
0.0013). Analysis per protocol demonstrates that live birth rates at first embryo 
transfer were 56.2% in PET versus 42.4% in FET (P = 0.09), and 45.7% in fresh 
embryo transfer groups (P = 0.17). Cumulative live birth rates after 12 months 
were 71.2% in PET versus 55.4% in FET (P = 0.04), and 48.9% in fresh embryo 
transfer (P = 0.003). Pregnancy rates at the first embryo transfer in PET, FET and 
fresh embryo transfer arms were 72.5% versus 54.3% (P = 0.01) and 58.5% (P = 
0.05), respectively. Implantation rates at first embryo transfer were 57.3% versus 
43.2% (P = 0.03), and 38.6% (P = 0.004), respectively. Obstetrical outcomes, type 
of delivery and neonatal outcomes were similar in all groups. Conclusions: 
Despite 50% of patients dropping out compared with 30% initially planned, per 
protocol analysis demonstrates statistically significant improvement in pregnancy, 
implantation and cumulative live birth rates in PET compared with FET and fresh 
embryo transfer arms, indicating the potential utility of PET guided by the ERA 
test at the first appointment. 
 

SORIA-JUAN, B., ESCACENA, N., CAPILLA-GONZALEZ, V., AGUILERA, Y., 
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LLANOS, L., TEJEDO, J.R., BEDOYA, F.J., JUAN, V., DE LA CUESTA, A., 
RUIZ-SALMERON, R., ANDREU, E., GROCHOWICZ, L., PROSPER, F., 
SANCHEZ-GUIJO, F., LOZANO, F.S., MIRALLES, M., DEL RIO-SOLA, L., 
CASTELLANOS, G., MORALEDA, J.M., SACKSTEIN, R., GARCIA-
ARRANZ, M., GARCIA-OLMO, D., MARTIN, F., HMADCHA, A., SORIA, B. 
y PR, C.W.G.N., 2020. Cost-Effective, Safe, and Personalized Cell Therapy for 
Critical Limb Ischemia in Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (vol 10, 1151, 2019). 
FRONTIERS IN IMMUNOLOGY, vol. 11. ISSN 1664-3224. DOI 
10.3389/fimmu.2020.02029. 

Cell therapy is a progressively growing field that is rapidly moving from preclinical 
model development to clinical application. Outcomes obtained from clinical trials 
reveal the therapeutic potential of stem cell-based therapy to deal with unmet 
medical treatment needs for several disorders with no therapeutic options. Among 
adult stem cells, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are the leading cell type used in 
advanced therapies for the treatment of autoimmune, inflammatory and vascular 
diseases. To date, the safety and feasibility of autologous MSC-based therapy has 
been established; however, their indiscriminate use has resulted in mixed 
outcomes in preclinical and clinical studies. While MSCs derived from diverse 
tissues share common properties depending on the type of clinical application, 
they markedly differ within clinical trials in terms of efficacy, resulting in many 
unanswered questions regarding the application of MSCs. Additionally, our 
experience in clinical trials related to critical limb ischemia pathology (CLI) 
shows that the therapeutic efficacy of these cells in different animal models has 
only been partially reproduced in humans through clinical trials. Therefore, it is 
crucial to develop new research to identify pitfalls, to optimize procedures and to 
clarify the repair mechanisms used by these cells, as well as to be able to offer a 
next generation of stem cell that can be routinely used in a cost-effective and safe 
manner in stem cell-based therapies targeting CLI. 

 

SOUSA, A.C., NEIVA, H.P., GIL, M.H., IZQUIERDO, M., RODRIGUEZ-ROSELL, 
D., MARQUES, M.C. y MARINHO, D.A., 2020. Concurrent training and 
detraining: the influence of different aerobic intensities. JOURNAL OF 
STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING RESEARCH, vol. 34, no. 9, pp. 2565-2574. 
ISSN 1064-8011. DOI 10.1519/JSC.0000000000002874. 

Sousa, AC, Neiva, HP, Gil, MH, Izquierdo, M, Rodriguez-Rosell, D, Marques, MC, and 
Marinho, DA. Concurrent training and detraining: the influence of different 
aerobic intensities. J Strength Cond Res34(9): 2565-2574, 2020-The aim of this 
study was to verify the effects of different aerobic intensities combined with the 
same resistance training on strength and aerobic performances. Thirty-nine men 
were randomly assigned to a low-intensity group (LIG), moderate-intensity group 
(MIG), high-intensity group (HIG), and a control group. The training program 
consisted of full squat, jumps, sprints, and running at 80% (LIG), 90% (MIG), or 
100% (HIG) of the maximal aerobic speed for 16-20 minutes. The training period 
lasted for 8 weeks, followed by 4 weeks of detraining. Evaluations included 20-m 
sprints (0-10 m: T10; 0-20 m: T20), shuttle run, countermovement jump (CMJ), 
and strength (1RM(est)) in full squat. There were significant improvements from 
pre-training to post-training in T10 (LIG: 4%; MIG: 5%; HIG: 2%), T20 (3%; 4%; 
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2%), CMJ (9%; 10%; 7%), 1RM(est)(13%; 7%; 8%), and oxygen uptake 
(V?o(2)max; 10%; 11%; 10%). Comparing the changes between the experimental 
groups, 1RM(est)gains were significantly higher in the LIG than HIG (5%) or 
MIG (6%). Furthermore, there was a tendency for higher gains in LIG and MIG 
compared with HIG, with “possibly” or “likely” positive effects in T10, T20, and 
CMJ. Detraining resulted in performance decrements, but minimal losses were 
found for V?o(2)max in LIG (-1%). Concurrent training seems to be beneficial for 
strength and aerobic development regardless of the aerobic training intensity. 
However, choosing lower intensities can lead to increased strength and is 
recommended when the cardiorespiratory gains should be maintained for longer. 
 

SUN, Y., DHAMNE, S.C., CARRETERO-GUILLÉN, A., SALVADOR, R., 
GOLDENBERG, M.C., GODLEWSKI, B.R., PASCUAL-LEONE, A., 
MADSEN, J.R., STONE, S.S.D., RUFFINI, G., MÁRQUEZ-RUIZ, J. y 
ROTENBERG, A., 2020. Drug-Responsive Inhomogeneous Cortical Modulation 
by Direct Current Stimulation. Annals of Neurology [en línea], vol. 88, no. 3, pp. 
489-502. DOI 10.1002/ana.25822. 

Cathodal direct current stimulation (cDCS) induces long-term depression (LTD)-like 
reduction of cortical excitability (DCS-LTD), which has been tested in the 
treatment of epilepsy with modest effects. In part, this may be due to variable 
cortical neuron orientation relative to the electric field. We tested, in vivo and in 
vitro, whether DCS-LTD occurs throughout the cortical thickness, and if not, then 
whether drug–DCS pairing can enhance the uniformity of the cortical response 
and the cDCS antiepileptic effect. Methods: cDCS-mediated changes in cortical 
excitability were measured in vitro in mouse motor cortex (M1) and in human 
postoperative neocortex, in vivo in mouse somatosensory cortex (S1), and in a 
mouse kainic acid (KA)-seizure model. Contributions of N-methyl-D-aspartate–
type glutamate receptors (NMDARs) to cDCS-mediated plasticity were tested 
with application of NMDAR blockers (memantine/D-AP5). Results: cDCS 
reliably induced DCS-LTD in superficial cortical layers, and a long-term 
potentiation (LTP)-like enhancement (DCS-LTP) was recorded in deep cortical 
layers. Immunostaining confirmed layer-specific increase of phospho-S6 
ribosomal protein in mouse M1. Similar nonuniform cDCS aftereffects on cortical 
excitability were also found in human neocortex in vitro and in S1 of alert mice 
in vivo. Application of memantine/D-AP5 either produced a more uniform DCS-
LTD throughout the cortical thickness or at least abolished DCS-LTP. Moreover, 
a combination of memantine and cDCS suppressed KA-induced seizures. 
Interpretation: cDCS aftereffects are not uniform throughout cortical layers, 
which may explain the incomplete cDCS clinical efficacy. NMDAR antagonists 
may augment cDCS efficacy in epilepsy and other disorders where regional 
depression of cortical excitability is desirable. ANN NEUROL 2020;88:489–502.  

 

SZYMYSLIK, R., 2020. The Translation of Fictional Worlds in Superheroic Comic 
Books: The Case of Action Comics #1000. En: journalAbbreviation: Transletters.: 
International Journal of Translation and Interpreting, Transletters.: International 
Journal of Translation and Interpreting, no. 3, pp. 338. ISSN 2605-2954. 
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The following paper represents a contrastive translation study concerning the intercultural 
transport of the main traits of fictional worlds built in the comic book sphere. It is 
specifically centred on the fictional world shown in the narratives published by 
DC Comics regarding the character called Superman. The study features an 
exposition about the characteristics of the translation of fictional worlds present 
in superheroic comic book narratives from a theoretical perspective and, 
subsequently, shows a contrastive study of this fictional universe through the 
analysis of the work entitled Action Comics #1000. 

 

TEREM, A., GONZALES, B.J., PERETZ-RIVLIN, N., ASHWAL-FLUSS, R., 
BLEISTEIN, N., DEL MAR REUS-GARCIA, M., MUKHERJEE, D., 
GROYSMAN, M. y CITRI, A., 2020. Claustral neurons projecting to frontal 
cortex mediate contextual association of reward. CURRENT BIOLOGY, vol. 30, 
no. 18, pp. 3522+. ISSN 0960-9822. DOI 10.1016/j.cub.2020.06.064. 

The claustrum is a small nucleus, exhibiting vast reciprocal connectivity with cortical, 
subcortical, and midbrain regions. Recent studies, including ours, implicate the 
claustrum in salience detection and attention. In the current study, we develop an 
iterative functional investigation of the claustrum, guided by quantitative spatial 
transcriptional analysis. Using this approach, we identify a circuit involving 
dopamine-receptor expressing claustral neurons projecting to frontal cortex 
necessary for context association of reward. We describe the recruitment of 
claustral neurons by cocaine and their role in drug sensitization. In order to 
characterize the circuit within which these neurons are embedded, we apply 
chemo- and opto-genetic manipulation of increasingly specified claustral 
subpopulations. This strategy resolves the role of a defined network of claustrum 
neurons expressing dopamine D1 receptors and projecting to frontal cortex in the 
acquisition of cocaine conditioned-place preference and real-time optogenetic 
conditioned-place preference. In sum, our results suggest a role for a claustrum-
to-frontal cortex circuit in the attribution of incentive salience, allocating attention 
to reward-related contextual cues. 

 

TORREBLANCA-MARTÍNEZ, V., TORREBLANCA-MARTÍNEZ, S. y SALAZAR-
MARTÍNEZ, E., 2020. Effects of inter-limb vertical jump asymmetries on 
physical performance in elite soccer players under 19 years old. Journal of 
Physical Education and Sport [en línea], vol. 20, no. 5, pp. 2607-2613. DOI 
10.7752/jpes.2020.05355. 

The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of inter-limb vertical jump 
asymmetries in physical performance, given the large diversity of results found 
on this research topic. 19 elite Under-19 soccer players from a Spanish 
professional club performed a test battery including bilateral and unilateral 
countermovement jumps, bilateral and unilateral drop jumps, horizontal jumps, 
sprints from 10 to 30 meters, left-and right-leg change of direction sprints and the 
Nordic hamstring exercise. All measures were taken with an iPad device, using 
“My Jump 2 App”, “My Sprint app”, “Nordics App” and “COD timer App”, 
previously validated, on the pitch where the team usually trains. The percentage 
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of Inter-limb jump asymmetries was 8.05±6.77 for unilateral countermovement 
jumps and 9.70±5.41 for unilateral drop jumps. Pearson’s r correlations 
established a relationship between larger unilateral countermovement jumps 
asymmetries and a decrement in horizontal jumps (r=-0.489; P<0.05) and between 
the higher unilateral drop jumps asymmetries and a lesser nordic break point angle 
(r=-0.579; P<0.01). However, velocity in 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 meters, left-and 
right-leg change of direction, countermovement jumps and drop jumps were not 
affected in a statistically significant manner. These results support previous 
researches which have suggested that asymmetries lower than 10 % do not affect 
physical performance. Results could be influenced by the high level of the sample, 
with a high level of expertise in their sport. In conclusion, the inter-limb jump 
asymmetries level found in this sample of soccer players obtained a low decrease 
in physical performance. 

 

TORRES-SORIANO, M.R., 2020. La percepción del riesgo después de la pandemia. En: 
journalAbbreviation: bie3: Boletín IEEE, bie3: Boletín IEEE, no. 18, pp. 875. 
ISSN 2530-125X. 

The terrible economic and human effects caused by the pandemic have changed the 
collective perception of risk by confronting us with the hard reality of our 
vulnerability.Despite the pedagogical effects that our collective trauma with 
COVID-19 can have, thereare several inhibitors that make it difficult for us to 
respond to other global threats. Thisdocument analyses some of the factors 
produced at the political level that make it difficultto adopt preventive measures 
to face other existential risks. 

 

VANHAEREN, T., DIVINA, F., GARCÍA-TORRES, M., GÓMEZ-VELA, F., 
VANHOOF, W. y GARCÍA, P.M.M., 2020. A comparative study of supervised 
machine learning algorithms for the prediction of long-range chromatin 
interactions. Genes [en línea], vol. 11, no. 9, pp. 1-17. DOI 
10.3390/genes11090985. 

The role of three-dimensional genome organization as a critical regulator of gene 
expression has become increasingly clear over the last decade. Most of our 
understanding of this association comes from the study of long range chromatin 
interaction maps provided by Chromatin Conformation Capture-based techniques, 
which have greatly improved in recent years. Since these procedures are 
experimentally laborious and expensive, in silico prediction has emerged as an 
alternative strategy to generate virtual maps in cell types and conditions for which 
experimental data of chromatin interactions is not available. Several methods have 
been based on predictive models trained on one-dimensional (1D) sequencing 
features, yielding promising results. However, different approaches vary both in 
the way they model chromatin interactions and in the machine learning-based 
strategy they rely on, making it challenging to carry out performance comparison 
of existing methods. In this study, we use publicly available 1D sequencing signals 
to model cohesin-mediated chromatin interactions in two human cell lines and 
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evaluate the prediction performance of six popular machine learning algorithms: 
decision trees, random forests, gradient boosting, support vector machines, multi-
layer perceptron and deep learning. Our approach accurately predicts long-range 
interactions and reveals that gradient boosting significantly outperforms the other 
five methods, yielding accuracies of about 95%. We show that chromatin features 
in close genomic proximity to the anchors cover most of the predictive 
information, as has been previously reported. Moreover, we demonstrate that 
gradient boosting models trained with different subsets of chromatin features, 
unlike the other methods tested, are able to produce accurate predictions. In this 
regard, and besides architectural proteins, transcription factors are shown to be 
highly informative. Our study provides a framework for the systematic prediction 
of long-range chromatin interactions, identifies gradient boosting as the best 
suited algorithm for this task and highlights cell-type specific binding of 
transcription factors at the anchors as important determinants of chromatin wiring 
mediated by cohesin. © 2020 by the authors. Licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland. 

 

VEGA, I., RIBERA, P. y GALLEGO, D., 2020. Characteristics of the onset, withdrawal, 
and breaks of the western North Pacific summer monsoon in the 1949–2014 
period. Journal of Climate [en línea], vol. 33, no. 17, pp. 7371-7389. DOI 
10.1175/JCLI-D-19-0734.1. 

The western North Pacific summer monsoon (WNPSM) onset and withdrawal dates as 
well as its breaks have been determined throughout the 1949–2014 period by 
defining the monsoon daily directional index (MDDI). This index, developed 
exclusively with wind direction observations, is an upgrade of the monthly 
western North Pacific directional index. The onset date shows a high interannual 
variability, varying between early May and early August, whereas the WNPSM 
withdrawal shows a lower interannual variability, occurring between October and 
mid-November. The MDDI reflects the multibreak character of the WNPSM. 
Breaks, which tend to last a few weeks, are more likely to happen from mid-
August to early September and from late June to mid-July. This bimodal 
distribution shows decadal variability. In addition, the monsoon dates determined 
by the MDDI show very good agreement with relationships previously described 
in literature, such as the influence of tropical Pacific SST on the monsoon 
onset/withdrawal and changes in tropical cyclone (TC) tracks related to monsoon 
breaks. The WNPSM tends to start earlier (later) and finish later (earlier) under 
eastern Pacific (EP) La Niña (El Niño) conditions, especially from the 1980s on. 
Central Pacific (CP) ENSO is also associated with the monsoon withdrawal, 
which is advanced (delayed) under CP El Niño (La Niña). TCs tend to move from 
the Philippine Sea to the South China Sea during active monsoon days whereas 
they tend to reach higher latitudes during inactive monsoon days, especially in 
August and July. © 2020 American Meteorological Society. 

 

VESTRI, G., 2020. Responsabilidade patrimonial da Administración xeral do Estado: un 
estudo da Orde SND/326/2020 do Ministerio de Sanidade, xerada como 
consecuencia da crise por COVID-19. En: journalAbbreviation: REGAP: Revista 
galega de administración pública, REGAP: Revista galega de administración 
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pública, no. 59, pp. 175. ISSN 1132-8371. 10.36402/regap.v0i59.431 

This study aims to analyze the structure of patrimonial liability of the State 
Administration as a consequence of the introduction of Order SND/326/2020 by 
the Ministry of Health. This order allows the manufacture of masks and surgical 
gowns, during the permanence of the state of alarm, to individuals and legal 
entities that request it. It is then a matter of authorizing the production of sanitary 
material to those who, among others, do not do it customarily in a professional 
way or whose profession is dedicated to the manufacture of another type of 
product. In this context, in the event of damages, the General State Administration 
would assume non-contractual responsibility. 

 

VIRUES VEGA, M. del C., VÉLEZ ELORZA, M.L. y ÁNCHEZ VÁZQUEZ, J.M., 
2020. El emprendedor como creador de confianza. 

El contexto emprendedor constituye un escenario donde dos piezas claves, emprendedor-
stakeholder, se enfrentan al reto de establecer una relación con el objeto de crear 
valor. Constituirla con cada uno de los stakeholders claves, quienes les 
suministran los recursos necesarios para la creación de la empresa, es, por 
definición, un rol del emprendedor (Frese et al., 2016; Maxwell y Levesque, 2014; 
Pollack y Bosse, 2014). Numerosos stakeholders buscan depositar sus recursos en 
ideas de negocios innovadoras y con un potencial de crecimiento a corto plazo, 
pero sobre todo ponen su mirada en la persona que está detrás de ese proyecto de 
negocio. De manera que, la habilidad de generar beneficio económico, dependerá 
de que el emprendedor sea capaz de convencer a esos agentes (Barney, 2018). Por 
consiguiente, aparece un nuevo desafío en la investigación, donde se debe afrontar 
la cuestión sobre la forma en la que tiene que desenvolverse el emprendedor para 
encauzar esas relaciones. Esta cuestión ha sido ampliamente abordada en 
empresas establecidas, con altos volúmenes de recursos y relaciones consolidadas, 
que buscan construir ventajas competitivas a través de efectivas relaciones con sus 
stakeholders (Bosse et al., 2009).  

 

YANG, G., PING, J. y SEGOVIA, J., 2020. QQ(s)over-bar(s)over-bar tetraquarks in the 
chiral quark model. PHYSICAL REVIEW D, vol. 102, no. 5. ISSN 1550-7998. 
DOI 10.1103/PhysRevD.102.054023.  

The low-lying S-wave QQ (s) over bar(s) over bar (Q = c, b) tetraquark states with 1(J(P)) 
= 0(0(+)), 0(1(+)) and 0(2(+)) are systematically investigated in the framework of 
complex scaling range of chiral quark model. Every structure including meson-
meson, diquark-antidiqualk and K-type configurations, and all possible color 
channels in four-body sector are considered by means of a commonly extended 
variational approach, Gaussian expansion method. Within the studied mass 
region, several narrow and wide resonance states arc obtained for cc (s) over bar(s) 
over bar and bb (s) over bar(s) over bar tetraquarks with I(J(P)) = 0(0(+)) and 
0(2(+)). Meanwhile, narrow resonances for cb (s) over bar(s) over bar tetraquarks 
arc also found in I(J(P)) = 0(0(+)), 0(1(+)) and 0(2(+)) states. The possibility of 
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fmding tetraquark structures with masses similar to 0.6 GeV above the non-
interacting hadron-hadron thresholds (and not close to them) is a feature related 
with the absence of the one-pion exchange interaction in the QQ (s) over bar(s) 
over bar sector and thus it could deserve experimental confirmation. 
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